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I'm not a heyu Sorlock - A Guide to the Jaded Divine Soul with the Divine Soul of Xanatar (17) Hexblade (3) Why Sorlock? The combination of sorcerer and sorcerer is one of the most powerful builds in the game when it comes to direct damage thanks to the wonders of exploding eldritch. You first
succeed in damaging the boss by having one of the highest single-goal average damage per round (ADPR). This optimized build uses Hexblade Warlock and Divine Soul Sorcerer, Shadow Sorcerer is also competitive with Divine Soul. This is not a beginner's guide, and I have no intention of including the
basics of either a sorcerer or a sorcerer. Plenty of other guides are doing a fantastic job of doing this already. Pros High AC 20-26 - Shield Spell Amazing One Damage Boss Goal (en) 8d10'8d6-88 160aDPR (One goal for a short rest) 4 sorcerer points for a short rest at level 8 do you know level 20
sorcerer ability? Amazing utility through cleric-list spells, twinning spells and careful hypnotic patterns Of Damage that you only do are resisted by the two official enemies (see cons) Minus Rakshas and Helmed Horror are not your friends. You are a drawback sufferer on the eldritch explosion when
enemies are in melee range you. You are extremely effective against bosses and hordes, but quite average against a lot of competent enemies. Converting slot spells into sorcerer's glasses is a bonus action. (The best thing that's done outside of combat) As far as min-max builds go, it's an assembly that
scales throughout the game but is weaker than the Great Weapon Master/Sharpshooter builds on the early levels. DM Notes ENWorld themes often refer to exploits and multi-class as universal however, exploits are optional rule Multi-classing is an optional rule of Monsters not balanced around multi-
class feats that make the characters significantly stronger if everyone is on board for that, which is good, but be aware of. Keep in mind that the GWM-PAM bone-rolled fighter can do 40/80 more damage per round than the rest of your lot if the rest also don't take advantage of the exploits and multiclass.
Role play with 4 players who all dip into the Hex-blade can be tedious. This is also true for a plate-wearing fighter who sits in the back with a handcrossbow. There is merit in nerfing hex-blade, CBX, GWM, SS. Color coding Guide Godlike - Close to mandatory Medium - Not bad or situational ability results
I personally use bone rolled stats, but if you use a point buy or Charisma your spelling casting modifier for both classes - vital. Constitution, agility and wisdom are the most common spell saves. Intelligence and strength are the least common spell saves. You want 14 or 16 Dexterity for No 2 or No. 3 to
Armor Bonus Constitution is to maintain concentration and is a common spell Wisdom is common to preserve and regulate perception. Racing Half Elf (Drow) - There really is no point considering anything else No 2Cha and access to The Elf Precision Feat, No.1 to the other two stats. Sleepiness can give
you Fairy Fire (Best Spell in the Game) Cost. If you want to play another race, first ask yourself: Does this race give me a triple advantage?, if the answer is no, play half the pixie. If Elven Precision is banned or you just don't want to be half the elf other good races include. Aasimar (Defender, Fallen)
Aasimar with innate resistance, free cantrip, healing and flying with bonus damage is an excellent choice. Tiefling Bonus spells are always nice. Yuan-ti Pureblood Magic Resistance and Poisonous Immunity with additional spells a little ridiculed. Change Fun Ability, but not all that useful outside of
conversation, you are not a rogue. Skills Perception- Possibly a necessary skill for all characters. Persuasion - Perhaps an important skill for all the characters. Stealth - Perhaps a necessary skill, but only if stealth is used liberally in your games. Cheating - Not as important as persuasion, but has many
uses of bullying - not as important as persuasion or deception, but still useful investigation - Even if you're bad at it, the investigation is extremely valuable, given it gives loot rolls and trap checks. Arkana - Even if you're bad at it, sometimes you'll expect to too accept him as a charmer in the group for him
so far. Acrobatics - Useful for escape fights however, the nebulous step does the same job. Build Starting Sorcerer gives us the constitution of saving throws, sub-classes listed below. The main reason we choose Hexblade Warlock for Baleful Curse Critical is by 19-20 Add bonus to damage rolls Baleful
Curse damage bonus works with every beam from eldritch to bang. The second reason Hexblade Warlock is incredibly stacked for Hex Warrior, which gives us medium armor and shields. Select Agonizing Blast and Devil View/Reflection Blast Lets You See Through Magical Darkness means you can
throw the Darkness© and strongly hidden to enemies effectively forcing them to be blinded. When casting spells, you no longer have a shortage when enemies are in close combat. You can't be the target of spells and magical effects that require vision. The Rolls attack against you is made at a
disadvantage. You make attack rolls against enemies with an advantage. Tremor, Blindsense and Truesight counteract this ability. All of these feelings have a range limit you can often stay outside. Concentration is required© your allies cannot spell on you and are blinded just like your enemies. If you
throw darkness at an object, you hold what you can suffocate by covering the source of darkness with an opaque object blocking darkness. If you go shadow the sorcerer over the divine sorcerer of the devil's vision is useless, just take a repulsive explosion. The high DM/scenario depends if you play with
a physical or digital map, repelling an explosion can be incredibly rewarding. Knock enemies from ledges Keep enemies away from you Keep enemies away from your It only gets better the higher your level. Hexblade Warlock 3 (optional) 3 level sorcerer gives you. 4 sorcerer points for short short (You
know the sorcerer level 20 ability?) For 2 Sorcerer's Points for a short rest Warlock 2 It works by converting spell slots into sorcerer's points, this is a bonus action. Depending on how often you have a short rest, it is either useless or a very powerful ability. Which you can purchase by converting your
sorcerer slots every time you have a short vacation. Tom's pact is pretty useless to you, its combined with the call book of ancient mysteries that makes it so interesting. The Book of Ancient Secrets gives you 2 free Level 1 ritual spells The ability to assign each 1st and 2nd level of ritual spell pact chains
is great for getting to find familiar, except you can get it through the tempo of Tom. The reason to go chain pact is two powerful appeals that are definitely worth the consideration. First you now have an Imp acquaintance. Can turn invisible constantly as the action has Devil Sight built into extra familiar can
throw help action, it only gives you the edge on one roll so as no synergy with eldritch blast/scorching beam. The voice of the Chain Master you can telepathically communicate with a friend. You can use all your familiar sense while you are on the same plane of existence. Without demanding action. This
means that you can always see through his eyes, hear conversations, smell, touch. You can also speak through your mouth. The power of this call often goes unfulfilled, now you have several angles of view on the battlefield, you can't be blinded by the sense you still have devil's sight if you and your
acquaintances are both blinded. It's both hilarious and incredibly helpful. Your friend can just fly over the battlefield, invisible, giving you a second set of eyes. Gift of the Eternal Life It can be difficult to properly appreciate this call, every time you are healed from any source, hexblade curse, hit bones,
clergy/druid, etc. healing. You always heal the maximum amount (assuming your friend is alive) in endurance-based combat situations where you can't always rest this call can be incredibly valuable. If you have a clergyman, while healing you he will effectively get the tomb of the clergyman max the ability
to heal for free, except for all time, with any value for health. Personally, I think the voice chain master is the best choice, the immunity to the blind and free sight of the devil is great. Max Healing is certainly amazing, but you're back line and shouldn't often need it. Choosing your sorcerer's background.
There are two viable options to consider, but I have included others for the sake of completion. Divine Magic -Sacred Weapons, Bless, Healing Word, Family Healing, Mass Healing, Revival, Hero's Feast/Death ward/Freedom of Movement, Holy Aura. Favoring gods - Great to keep from this clutch ability
and on short rest Authorized Healing - Waste of witchcraft points is unlikely to change the fight in any meaningful way. Angelic Form - Flying Action Bonus Without Cooling or Limiting Duration, Duration, Recovery - 50% Healing as a bonus action has nothing to mock. Eyes of Darkness - Get the famous
Darkness/Devil Look combo. The power of the grave is not a bad death to save, but from in any case is not guaranteed. Sick Of Omens Dog - This directly gives you an elevated metamagic spell in the form of a ghostly dog. Shadow Walk - Use bonus action to teleport between shadows, depending on
your DM, but actually a super foggy step. Umbral Shape - Dear, resistance is nice, but with your low health its not all that useful, the main advantage it gives you is the ability to be inside objects that makes you incesicable. Draconian Resilience - Pretty useless, given the sorcerer gives you medium armor
and shields however useful in the early levels. Elementary Intimacy - The main reason you go dragon, add charisma to your fireballs. Dragon Wings - Flying Action Bonus without cooling or duration limit. Wild Speaker - Learn the original stormy magic - Escape Opportunities Attack - Hover Heart of the
Storm - Resistance to Lightning and Thunder, Creatures within 10 feet to take the Sorcerer's Level/2 damage when you've cast lightning/thunder spells. Storm Guide - Not a very useful Storm Fury - Only once per round, but still useful Wild Magic Surge - depends on how your DM uses it. It's hard to judge.
Tides of Chaos - Long rest or splash based, otherwise useful. Bend Luck - Great use of reaction to save people from hard influences or force a spell to the ground. Controlled Chaos - Makes wild magic less casual. However, it is difficult to judge its usefulness. For the damage and very survival of the
Shadow King, one cannot overstate how powerful the eyes of darkness, the shadow walk is also a free misty step at the expense of bonus action. Keep in Mind Darkness is concentration, and can be super annoying to your allies. It also costs you a sorcerer points to throw. For usefulness, the Divine Soul
is cheerful and incredibly powerful. There are many cleric spells that change the game and the sisterhood of the spell clergy is a quick way to frustrate your dm. I.E Twinning Healing is the word to get two allies from death rolls, for six rounds in a row. One of the main problems with the divine soul is that
you spend spell slots on healing/resurrection allies, if you can call it a disadvantage. My main argument for the divine soul is you are already effective enough in battle to justify building for utility. Finally Eldritch Blast - Spiritual Weapon is a very respectable aDPR Metamagic Choice Twinned Spell-Twin
Healing Word is great, Twin Haste, Twin Greater Invis, Twin Heal Your remaining two options are not as easy as most people think. Your third choice at level 13 will be one of the next 3. Careful spell - Careful spell is stronger, most people think it is, but not as strong as some people think it is. A careful
spell running on the original cast spell allows you to successfully save for any friendly creature you want. This combo is amazing with a spell of hypnotic pattern. However it doesn't combo at all with the Web spell, keep from the web activated only on on Turn. If you choose a Careful Spell - Hypnotic
Pattern, Reverse Gravity and Confusion are an excellent choice for the Increased Spell - the downside is to save any of your spells. With Modifier No.5 vs. your 19 Spell Save, the downside takes their roll from a 35% chance of success to a 12% chance of success. It's huge to save or suck spells. Choose
only one target. If you choose Heightened Spell - Banishment, Hold Monster, Hold Person and Plane Shift are an excellent choice Keep in mind that the shadow sorcerer effectively gets an elevated spell for free at level 6. Thin spells- Just like a thorough spell, Subtle spells also tend to be highly
underrated, but it depends on your campaign. If you're a mercenary company that just kills monsters than it has greatly diminished use, but if you have a lot more role-playing games in your campaign the subtle spells benefit from the myriad uses outlined in this topic Extra Thin Spells prevents your ability
from counteroffensive, including your own counterspell. Personally, I would give up crowd control for other party members and chose an elevated spell. If, however, your team needs you to control the crowd I would choose a thorough spell. Thin spells are a lot of fun for role-playing. Extended Spell -
Doubling the duration of a spell can be helpful, but usually not. Remote Spell - Doubling the spell range can be helpful, but usually not. Authorized Spell - Bone returbing can increase your damage, but it's usually not worth wasting your sorcerer's glasses on. ASI/Feats (4) Lvl 6 Elf Precision (No. 1 Cha)
This ability is completely crazy and completely obligatory math detail below. LvL 15 Warcaster Advantage at Con saves and allows you to use Magic Staff or Wand with Shield (see frequently asked questions) Lvl 19 You have several options for your final feat. Polearm Master What?? Polearm Master lets
you do the ability to attack when enemies come within reach, because you already have a warcaster allowing you to spell on opprtunity attacks, Polearm Master is starting to look attractive, given that he works with headquarters (headquarters quarterstaffs), you can eldritch explosive reflections blast
loading them from 40ft for having the courage to approach you! The average master of armor If you choose 16 Dexterity it gives you 2AC. Upgrading to half a plate - No stealth flaw is great. Crossbow Expert Alright let me explain the crossbow expert avoids the flaw on the eldritch explosion while in meele,
read the wise advice for the crossbow expert feat, superfluous if you use the devilsight/darkness or you are a shadow sorcerer. Steady (Dex) or (Wis) you can't take both. or Shield Master (mini evasion), Anytime you can Better dex or wisdom saving throws this is a good time. Lucky Being able to re-roll
that one on a crucial attacking role or save from an ugly spell is amazing. Spell Sniper The main reason I would choose this feat for the ability to ignore the cover, if the cover is a constant theme in your games this feat can be very important. What is the deal with Elfen Elfen When you're rolling eight
attacks in the round and critting at the 19th and 20s advantage of the Kings. Your chance to throw 19 or 20 goes from 10%, to 19% to 27.1% Your chance to hit 16-20 on a dice roll goes from 20% to 31% to 48.8% your chance to hit against 20AC with 11 pounds, To hit goes from 60% to 84% to 93.6%
your chance to hit against 25AC opponent with 11 pounds to hit goes from 35% to 57.75% to 72.54% your chance to hit all 8 attacks against 20AC opponent with 11 pounds To hit goes from 1.7% to 24.8% to 58.9% Your chance to hit all 8 attacks against 25AC opponent with 11 pounds to hit goes from
0.2% to 1.2% to 7.7% At first glance the 9.6% increase in chance may seem insignificant, but when you add in the number you make in the attack it becomes paramount. Also, what many people don't seem to realize is that the hit chance is the king of reliable damage for the round. The difference between
success or blunder in the role of attack is widely regarded as the most important statistic for creating rpgs. Dungeons in dragons are no different. Equipment Talking optimally you will use Mage Armor until you can equal or beat it 16AC. Breast No. 2 in Halfplate No. 2 (with medium armor Master Feat)
Keep in mind For most of the game you'll sit at 18-20AC (chest 0 to 2 and Shield No.0) It's likely you'll fit beyond No.2 Halfplate and No.2 Shield meaning your final 24AC and 29AC with a shield spell of No.3 half plate and No.3 shield brings you 26AC and 31AC with a shield spell. The armor class is
extremely valuable in 5E. If you are comfortable sitting on 16AC the whole game, it is up to you, but I would very much advise against it. The value of AC and effective HP vs. ancient white dragon (CR20) Here are a few simple calculations for the Armor Class value against the automatic attacks of an
ancient white dragon. From 165 hp vs. 14 Chance to get into AWD with 17 Average damage 16AC 95% Chance to hit 173 - 173 - 11 Hits 17AC 90% Chance to Hit 198 - 12 Hits 20AC 75% Chance to Get into 206 - 13 Hits 21AC 70% Chance to Hit - 211 5 - 13 Hits 22AC No65% Chance to get into 223 -
14 Hits 23AC 55% Chance to get into the th 239th 15 Hits 25AC 50% Chance to hit 248 th 15 Hits 26AC 45% Chance to get into the 256 and 16 Hits you don't get much higher than the 14 chance to hit and most creatures have a lower chance of getting hit than No.14. This makes the Armor Class even
more effective by taking an extra 1-6 attacks in combat before you even consider a shield spell making you extremely formidable. Between high AC, absorb elements, shield, misty step, mirror image, blink and great invisibility your only real problem is the rest of your party surviving. Items look for staff
swarming insects The ability to throw insect plague or giant insects makes no sense, the reason you take this staff for amazing insect cloud positive effect that can be done at least four times in This positive effect essentially gives you a devil-sight combo and it can't be or counter-spelling. The only
downside is the same as darkness, which is its potential negative impact on your allies. Staff Power (No 2AC, No. 2SpellHit, No. 2Saving Throws) or Wand Warmage No. 3 or Rod Covenant Keeper No. 3 Iung Stone Skill (Increased Skill Bonus Bonkers) By Rob of Archmage (No.2Spell Save DC, No
2Spell Save DC, No. 2Spell Save DC, No. 2Spell Save DC, I've already talked about 2Spell Save DC?) Spell Offers Sorcerer Spells C (en) Mag Hand, Small Illusion, Message, Firebolt/Chill Touch/Shocking Grasp 1 Absorbent Elements®, Sleep (Early Game), Shield® 2 Mirror Image© Invisibility©, Keep
the Man©, Offer©, Fantastic Force© 3 Fireball, Hurry©, Blink, Hypnotic Pattern©, Counterspell®, dispel Magic 4 Polymorph©, Big Invisibility©, Exile©, Fly©, Slow© Primarily Utility and Defensive Spells on This List, Hypnotic Pattern Obsessed With Careful Spell , Twinning Haste or Polymorph or Big
Invisibility is invaluable. A fireball is your AOE Injury. Sorcerer Spells C Friends, Eldrich Blast (en) Tom c Taumaturgia, Prestidigitation, Substitute Dying 1 Shield® (HB), Angry Smite (HB) Agatis Armor, Hex© 2 Mirror Image, Misty Step, Invisibility©, Keep the Man©, Proposal© Here It, Eldritch Domain.
Hexblade gives you an immortal shield spell by picking up agate armor and hex at level 1 and at level 2 you can either expand your list of spells or pick up a hazy step and mirror image to free the sorcerer's slots. Cleric of Spells - If the Divine Soul C Call Dead, Sacred Flame, Guide© 1 Healing Word,
Bless©, Cure Wounds 2 (en) Prayer of Healing, Spiritual Weapons, Lesser Restoration, Improving Ability© 3 (en) Revival, Mass Healing Word, Spirit of the Guardian© 4 (en) Chamber of Death, Freedom of Movement 5 Mass Wound Treatment, Great Restoration 6 Feast of Heroes, Healing, Word Of
Review 7 (en) The Spell of Heavenly©, Plane Shift, Temple of the Gods, Divine Word, Regenerate, Resurrection Many Good Options Heroes of the holiday, Death Ward and Freedom of Movement crutch of uncontented lovers. The Divine Word is interesting as a horde cork. The holy aura does not give
your party an advantage, otherwise its very strong. Most of the spells I choose are concentration spells, and they give you a wide range of options. Keep in mind the limited number of slots you have to work on, given that you can only use one of them at a time, there is a huge value opportunity. You have
to make 8 attack rolls to faster maximum level eldritch bang. This makes bless or an advantage or both are priceless. Bless - Not better than an advantage, but all Math Below Haste (Twin) - Additional attack for two party members and 2AC for each party member. Big Invisibility (Twin) - Advantage for
yourself and your rogue. Polymorph - Save the Life of Allies by Giving Them Health T-Rex Hex (Twin) - Extra 1d6 on All Eldritch Blast Rays. Great if you have a high enough chance to get in. Spell of Heaven - Couatl Couatl Challenge Laugh. Hold Person (Twin) - Advantage and Auto Critical Hold Monster
(Twin) - Advantage and Auto Critical Suggestion (Twin) - One Save 8 Hour Disable. A what??? Exile - Save or suck to remove the enemy from the battle. Reverse Gravity - Powerful disconnect make sure to ask your DM if enemies are on the flat web surface - Advantage on attack Rolls, Dex Flaw,
Amazing Fireball Combo. Hypnotic Pattern (Careful Spell) - Disables your enemies who have eyes. Holy Aura 1000gp - Blind fiends and undead, Advantage at Keeping Throws, Lack of Enemy Attack Rolls Concentration Concentration Priority is complex, subjective and situational. It also depends on your
party line-up. In general, I would argue for; Disabling the Enemies of the Polymorph of the Greater Invisibility (Twin) (Twin) (Twin) (Twin) When turning several powerful enemies, priority should always be given to a hypnotic pattern or reverse gravity. Polymorph Extremely versatile spell, see ally at 1hp?
Turn it into a T-Rex from the eighth level, which is essentially a massive heal. You can twin this up if the situation requires it. There are better spells to disable enemies. Group Advantage is Drow Faerie Fire when successfully giving your group an edge on every target in the area. You only get one cast,
but if I played a druid or a bard I would just spam the fairy fire and probably use all the legendary enemy resistance. Great invisibility gives you and an ally or two allies an advantage, activates a covert attack, gives all attacks against you and an ally or two allies a flaw. Haste gives the two allies an extra
melee attack and increases their class armor by two each for one minute and an advantage on agility saves. Hex Just increasing your damage. In combat only a slightly useful ability to check the flaw to give it strength or dex against fights. I am considering doing the math by comparing the Lvl 20 Rogue
and the Lvl 20 Fighter 'This build' Lvl 20 Cleric as the base hand for calculating the optimal use, and bless, but it will take some time. Boss Damage Combinations If you are able to gain an advantage without using your concentration, your ability to shoot big targets is unparalleled. While the action surge
GWM/SS will beat you for two rounds your sustained damage is just absurd. Because Hexblade Curse and Hex are both bonus actions it takes you three rounds to go online. Round 1, Eldritch Blast and Hexblade Curse for 2d10'14 for 25 average damage before hitting chance. Round 2, Eldritch Blast and
Hex for 2d10'2d6'14 for 32 average damage before hitting the chance. Round 3, Kwicken 2x Eldritch Blast for 4d10'4d6'28 for 64 aDPR up Chance. (2 Sorcerer's Points) Round 4, Repeat 2x Eldritch Blast due to 2 sorcerer points (one left). Round 1, Eldritch Blast and Hexblade Curse for 3d10'27 for 43.5
average damage before hitting chance. Round 2, Eldrich Blast and Hex for 3d10'3d6'27 3d10'3d6'27 54 average damage before hitting the chance. Round 3, Kwicken 2x Eldritch Blast for 6d10'6d6'54 for 108 aDPR before hitting the chance. (2 Sorcerer's Points) Round 4.5.6 Repeat 2x Eldritch Blast by 2
Sorcerer Points per round. Round 1, Eldritch Blast and Hexblade Curse for 4d10'44 for 66 average damage before hitting chance. Round 2, Eldritch Blast and Hex for 4d10'4d6'44 for 80 average damage before hitting chance. Round 3, Kwicken 2x Eldritch Blast for 8d10'8d6'88 for 160 aDPR before hitting
the chance. (2 Sorcerer's Points) When you run out of spell slots and wizardry points you can throw spiritual weapons at a basic or higher level. Eldritch Blast Spiritual Weapon 2 HexHexblade Curse for 4d10 '1d8'5d6'55 for 99 aDPR before hitting chance. Eldritch Blast Spiritual Weapon 4 HexHexblade
Curse for 4d10 '2d8'5d6'55 for 103.5 aDPR before the chance of impact. Eldritch Blast Spiritual Weapon 6 HexHexblade Curse for 4d10'3d8'5d6'55 for 108 aDPR before the chance of impact. Eldritch Blast Spiritual Weapon 8 HexHexblade Curse for 4d10'4d8'5d6'55 for 112.50 aDPR before the chance of
hitting. It increases your aDPR by 20-30 damage, Spirtual weapon is fantastic, but it scales poorly, it's best to use low-level spell slots. Why is the damage so good? Eldritch Blast at the maximum level shoots four beams at your target. Agonizing Blast allows each of these rays to take advantage of your
Charisma bonus. Hexblade Curse adds your profanity bonus to each attack and it crits at 19. Hex adds another 1d6 to each beam. A quick spell allows you to do this over and over again as a bonus action. Keep in mind, move the hex to another goal bonus action and you can't move your hexblade curse.
You can also strike out your spell slots for more sorcerer points and banish your pact magic slots for 4 points for a short rest. If you run out of slots, throw high level spiritual weapons. Eldritch Blast and Spiritual Weapon with Hex is still a great damage without the use of sorcerer's points. All this has been
confirmed for the work of the developers. Burning Beam over Eldrich Blast for immediate impact. After discussing with Yunru on pages 5-6 of this topic I feel it's worth mentioning the power of Hexblade Curse and Hex combined with Scorching Ray. Very early you can play the sorcerer dragon fire and add
your bonus charisma to each beam thanks to the elemental intimacy. This was nerfed in Errata only to pronounce the first beam of the spell. Hexblade Curse allows you to once again add a Profeciency bonus for each beam of scorching beam, which can pull impressive numbers when used with high-level
spell slots. In addition, the scorching beam also works with hex allowing you to also add 1d6 to each beam. Here's level 13 of the comparison (Warlock 2, Sorcerer 11) View above the link and click on the resume, note that the scorching beam easily excels at all levels. There is a catch If you cast a spell
as a bonus action, you can only throw a cantrip-like action which means you can't throw a scorching beam round you threw hex you you are you a quicken scorching beam while casting an eldritch blast for some disgusting numbers. Its up to you whether you think it's worth burning spells for the scorching
beam. Up-casting Bestow Curse for additional shenanigans After discussion with Voitan Rex, there is an additional layer of absurdity you can achieve with the cleric spell Bestow Curse Bestow Curse, when cast at level 5 allows you to cast a spell without requiring concentration. This save or suck giving
you the ability to do extra 1d8 damage from attacks. So now our maximum damage is 8d10'8d8'8d6'88 for 196 adpr before hitting the chance with a scorching beam of the 9th level of its 4d10'14d8'34d6'104 for 308 adpr before hitting the chance and keep in mind the creation for 3 rounds is already
extreme, 4 rounds absurd. Click AC 20 with Eldritch Blast Given your numerous attack rolls polishing your items to hit, bless and gain an all-time advantage. Your 160 average damage per round (aDPR) with Hex is significantly reduced depending on your chance of getting hit. С 1d20 и 11 ваш шанс
попасть в AC20 составляет 60% для 96 aDPR С благословить его (1d20)» (1d4) » 11 ваш шанс попасть в AC20 составляет 72,5% для 116 aDPR С преимуществом его (2d20) » 11 ваш шанс попасть в AC20 составляет 84% для 134 aDPR С благослови и преимуществом его (2d20)/2 »
(1d4) » 11 ваш шанс попасть в AC20 составляет 92 0,13% для 147 aDPR С эльфийной точностью его (3d20) 11 ваш шанс попасть в AC20 составляет 93,6% для 150 aDPR с эльфийной точностью и благословить его (3d20) 11 Ваш шанс попасть в AC20 составляет 97,66% для 156 ADPR
Справка AnyDice (выберите atleast) Имейте в виду, когда вы достигнете уровня 20 (который вы, вероятно, обыкнул) вы должны как минимум быть качания No 3 заклинание атаки рулонах. With 1d20 and 14 your chance of getting into AC20 is 75% for 120 aDPR C Bless it (1d20) (1d4) 11 your
chance to hit AC20 is 87.5% for 140 aDPR with an advantage his (2d20) 11 your chance to get into the AC20 is 93.75% for 150 aDPR C bless and the advantage of it (2d20)/2 (1d4) 11 your chance to get into the AC20 is 9 9 00 8.13% for 157 aDPR With the elven accuracy of it (3d20) 11 your chance to
get into THE AC20 is 98.44% for 157.5 aDPR with elf precision and bless it (3d20) d4'11 Your chance to get into the AC20 is 99.69% for 159.54 aDPR Help AnyDice (choose atleast) Non-Boss Damage You are significantly weaker in multi-purpose situations, however your damage still rivals disintegrate
75 aDPR. Keep in mind moving hex chew you bonus action every time you do it. Damage before considering your chance to get hit. Eldritch Blast for 2d10'8 for 19 aDPR Kwicken 2x Eldritch Blast for 4d10'16 for 38 aDPR Eldritch Blast with Hex for 2d10'2d6'8 for 26 aDPR Kwicken 2x Eldr Blast with Hex
for 4d10'4d6'16 for 52 aDPR Eldritch Blast for 3d10'15 for 31.5 aDPR Fast 2x Eldritch Blast for 6d10'30 for 63 aDPR Eldr Blast Hex for 3d10'3d6'15 for 42 aDPR Kwicken 2x Eldritch Blast with Hex for 6d10'6d6'30 for 84 aDPR Eldritch Blast for 4d10'2 0 for 42 aDPR Kwicken 2x Eldrich Blast for 8d10'40 for
84 aDPR Eldritch Blast with Hex for 4d10'4d6'20 for 56 aDPR Kviken Kviken Eldritch Blast with Hex for 8d10'8d6'40 for 112 aDPR Level 8 Sniper Fighter or Great Master Weapon can easily make a 40-55 damage average with a -5 hit that is competitive with your damage. Level 11 Sniper Fighter or Great
Master Weapon can easily do 66-74 average damage with a -5 hit, which is competitive with your damage. Hex vs. advantage at STAL 20 with a No.11 hit finally, if we fail to gain an advantage and/or bless from our party, we have to choose where to spend our concentration. Either increase the damage
from Hex or the advantage. Fast 2x Eldritch Blast for 8d10'40 by 60% Chance to Hit 50 aDPR Fast 2x Eldritch Blast 0'40 by 84% Chance to Hit 71 aDPR Fast 2 X Eldritch Blast and Elfen Precision for 8d10'40 at 93.6% Chance of Getting on 78 aDPR Advantage outperforms Hex's bonus damage vs. high
AC, however the greater the likelihood of your base hitting less this bonus, until hex gets better. Hex vs Advantage at AC 15 with No 11 to hit Kwicken 2x Eldritch Blast for 8d10'40 by 85% Chance of getting on 50 aDPR Kwicken 2x Eldritch Blast Advantage for 8d10'4 0 at 97.75% Chance to get on 82
aDPR Kwicken 2x Eldritch Blast and Elfen Precision for 8d10'40 at 99.20% Chance to Hit the 83 aDPR Sweet Spot Between Choice Hex vs Advantage, it seems Anytime you are above the 75% chance to hit, choose a hex. However, keep in mind that the advantage offers an increase in critical strike
chance, your critical shot chance goes from 5% to 14.26% (without the hexagonal curse), due to individual attacks rolls critical blows only 1d10 additional damage per impact, but this is not insignificant. Frequently asked questions Why the sorcerer 17, sorcerer 3 over sorcerer 2, sorcerer 18??? Devil Sight
(Combines with Darkness, which is still absurdly powerful (but not for your allies)) or repelling Blast to repel one enemy of eighty feet or eight enemies ten feet. Level 18 Sorcerer Ability 2 More Sorcerer's Points for a short rest. (It gives you your 20th level of sorcerer's Recovery ability at level 8) Ritualsor
Super Imp- Gives you a lot of utility. The choice is up to her, but personally I'd choose Warlock 3 every time. What's wrong with you and the fairies? As a Level 1 spell, Faerie Fire is the strongest spell in the entire game (healing word is perhaps also competitive with ff for the top slot) Why? The advantage
in the group is incredibly powerful. Increased damage output to your entire party is simply unmatched. Most of his time playing as a druid would lead to the casting of fairy fire until the DM ran out of legendary reactions. Look at the math above on Advantage if you and 3-4 other allies have an advantage
that can easily equal an additional 100 additional DPR at the maximum level. Dispersion is the death of the party and the advantage passes way in to curb it. Why do you keep mentioning the healing word? Word? Because of the nature of death saves, while taking fatal damage to any amount below your
Max HP, the healing word ability to come to life from the range is extremely strong. If the opponent does 40 damage per round, the healing of 1 hp or 39 hp does not matter. Why not level 2 in the fighter for a splash action? You'll already get con saves and armor, starting a sorcerer and picking up a
Hexblade. Double fireball or scorching beam is really nice, but... Action Surge doesn't give you any extra bonus action. You also lose at a high level of spell slots. I think the cost is just too high and the spell slot cuts and delays too long for a splash action to be worth it. Where are all the spells of ao? This
build is primarily about one goal damage and especially damage to the boss. I am building for utility over Aoe damage. Fireball is also fantastic in almost every situation and otherwise the hypnotic pattern usually works very well. Why would you quicker eldritch the explosion when you can faster two
fireballs? You can't faster than two fireballs, a quick spell allows you to cast one spell of any level as a bonus action and one cantrip as your action. Hey! You can't spell with the shield, you need a warcaster! Well this is very much discussed, I recommend reviewing this link of The Rules of Spelling and
Dragons and a page reading 203 player hand books. Essentially, having an arm for a component bag or a secret ball is considered a free hand for somatic components. If you want to wield a wand or staff with a shield you should have a warcaster. Please let me know if you think I miss some vital spells or
have some ideas for improvement. Sample Build the Ways of divine Soul Sorcerer 5 - Sorcerer 3 - Sorcerer 17 Going Five Levels in The Sorcerer gives you a quick path to Fireball. L1 The Dead Guide The Dead Mag-Armor (Sleeping) Sorcerer 1 - Divine Soul L2 Healing Word Sorcerer 2 L3 Spirital
Weapon Sorcerer 3 - Kviken and Twin Spel Metamagia L4 Minor Illusion Invisibility Sorcerer 4 and No. The Sorcerer 5 L6 Eldrich Blast Friends Shield Hex Sorcerer 1 - Hexblade L7 Devil's View The agonizing explosion Hell's rebuke Sorcerer 2 L8 The Book of Ancient Secrets - The View of the Devil - Ad
rebuke Mirror (Mirror) Save the Dying Taumamturgia Tom L9 Revival Sorcerer 6 L10 (Message) -Mag Armor Burning Ray Big Invisibility Sorcerer 7 L11 Polymorph Sorcerer 8 - Elven Precision Feat L12 (en) The Moment Sorcerer 9 L13 (Counterspell) Sorcerer 10 Metamachi Choice: Careful Spell L14
Healing Sorcerer 11 L15 Sorcerer 12 - Warcaster Feat L16 (Spell of Heaven) Sorcerer 13 L18 Reverse Gravity Sorcerer 15 L19 Sorcerer 16 - Middle Master of Armour Feat L20 (Wishing) Sorcerer 17 Metamagical Choice : Spell C Eldrich Blast, Friends B Taumaturgia, Prestidigitation, Spare Dying 2
Mirror Image, Misty Step C Guide, Magician Mag Little Illuson, Sacred Flame, Message, Paid Dead 1 Absorbent Elements®, Healing Word 2 Spiritual Weapon, Scorching Ray 3 Revival, Fireball, Hurry©, Blinks, Counterspell® 4 Polymorph©, Big Invisibility© 7 Spells Heavenly©, Reverse Gravity© Shadow
Sorcerer 5 - Sorcerer 2 - Shadow Sorcerer 18 Going Five Levels in the Sorcerer Gives You a Fast Way to Fireball. L1 Fireball Shocking Grip Dancing Lights Mag Hand Mag-Armour Mag-Armor (Sleeping) Sorcerer 1 - Shadow Sorcerer L2 Absorbent Elements Sorcerer 2 L3 Misty Step Sorcerer 3 - Kviken
and Twin Spelt Metamaglia L4 Invisible Illusion Invisible The Sorcerer 4 and No. 2 Charisma ASI L5 Fireball - Sleep The Hurry Sorcerer 5 L6 Eldrich Blast Paid Dead (en) Shield Hex Sorcerer 1 - Hexblade L7 Reflection of the Explosion Agonizing Explosion Hell Rebuke Sorcerer 2 L8 Moment Sorcerer 6
L9 Message -Firebolt Friends -Mag Armor Burning Beam Big Invisibility Sorcerer 7 L10 Polymorph -Invisibility (Counterspell) Sorcerer 8 - Elfen Precision Feat L11 (en) Keep the Monster Sorcerer 9 L12 (Slow) Sorcerer 1 0 Mehamachical Choice: Subtle Spell L13 Reverse Gravity Sorcerer 11 L14 (Mirror)
Sorcerer 12 - Warcaster Feat L15 Invisibility Sorcerer 13 L18 Sorcerer 16 - Middle Armor Master Feat L19 (En) (Wish) Sorcerer 17 Metamagic Choice : Increased Spell C Eldritch Blast, Paid Dead 1 (en) Hex, Shield®, Hell's Rebuke C ,2000) Mag Hand, Small Illuson, Shocking Grip, Message, Friends,
Dancing Lights 2 Misty Step, Mirror Image, Scorching Ray 3 Fireball, ©, Blinks, Counterspell®, Slow© 4 Polymorph©, Big Invisible© Many Spells May Not Be Listed. Missing Noncont concentration buffs relief (Nice Max Health Boost) Heroes Holiday (Amazing Buff for 1000gp) Freedom of Movement (Your
Allies Can't Be Paralyzed or Restrained, especially useful in flight) Death Ward (Pop right back to death, which translates as direct immunity from decay, Finger Death and Power Word Kill Effects of Death) Waring Bond (Free Ring Protection ) Smoothing incoming damage) Missing Teleportation Plane
Shift Teleportation Circle (1 Minute Casting Time) Arcane Gate (remains open for 10 minutes) Teleport Word Recall (Action Only To Leave If You Planned Ahead) Missing utility dispel Magic Disintegration (Dispels multiple effects dispel magic not) Keep the Man / Monster Exile Remove Curse / Recovery /
Big Restoration AoE Healing, Mass Heal) Fly Home (Temple of the Gods) Last edited: September 16, 2019 Page 2 Thank You for it's a guide I think it's really good. One question though is regarding the concentration limit. It seems a lot of damage bonuses rely on one or more sources of concentration of
amateurs. Advantage (darkness, invisibility, etc.), Hex, Bless, Haste, etc. I know you can sometimes get them your party, but it may be helpful to have a list of priorities for positive effect to throw yourself into what situation. Also, you mentioned not being able to use the shield before the Warcaster. Why
can't you use the shield once you take the hexagonal? If you have a shield in one hand and your secret focus in the other you can't still throw all your spells? Finally, I'd put Elven Precision at 6 and Cha No.2 on 11. They both get you up to 4 pounds for Charisma based checks, but Elfen Precision gives
you a bonus advantage. Last edited: November 26, 2017 log in or sign up to remove this ad Thank you for this guide, I think it's really good. One question though is regarding the concentration limit. It seems a lot of damage bonuses rely on one or more sources of concentration of amateurs. Advantage
(darkness, invisibility, etc.), Hex, Bless, Haste, etc. I know you can sometimes get them from your party, but it may be helpful to have a list of priorities for what a positive effect to throw yourself in any situations. 1: Twin Rush if you have 2 crooks and can throw it before the fight. (Attack, and use additional
action to prepare the attack for an off-turn-double furtive attack). 2: Twin advantage if you have a good attacking ally and can throw it before the fight. 3: (Fast) Bless if you have 2 other strong attacking party members (fighter, barbarian). 4: Fast Haste on Rogue. 5: Fast Advantage. 6: Hex. Also, you
mentioned not being able to use the shield before the Warcaster. Why can't you use the shield once you take the hexagonal? If you have a shield in one hand and your secret focus in the other you can't still throw all your spells? Eldrich Bang (and all S-but-no-m spells) requires a free hand, so you can't
make a shield and rod with an out warcaster. The shield and loose-belt components work just fine. And most DM ignore the rule because it's just complicated, stupid, and doesn't do anything more fun to get people to put a wand to throw a few spells. Finally, I'd put Elven Precision at 6 and Cha No.2 on
11. They both get you up to 4 pounds for Charisma based checks, but Elfen Precision gives you a bonus advantage. Agreed. Last edit: November 26, 2017 Thanks for this guide, I think it's really good. One question though is regarding the concentration limit. It seems a lot of damage bonuses rely on one
or more sources of concentration of amateurs. Advantage (darkness, invisibility, etc.), Hex, Bless, Haste, etc. I know you can sometimes get them from your party, but it may be helpful to have a list of priorities for what a positive effect to throw yourself in any situations. Yes, it's definitely something I've
been thinking about, but the problem in it is incredibly difficult! I wrote a small post and am looking for feedback. In addition, you unable to use the shield until Warcaster. Why can't you use the shield once you take the hexagonal? If you have a shield in one hand and your secret focus in the other you can't
still throw all your spells? Actually you're quite right but I'll fix the guide on That,' thank you. Mellord and I are wrong. Finally, I'd put Elven Precision at 6 and Cha No.2 on 11. They both get you up to 4 pounds for Charisma based checks, but Elfen Precision gives you a bonus advantage. When you said
that, I was immediately face-to-face, thank you! #fixed 1: Twin Rush if you have 2 crooks and can throw it before the fight. (Attack, and use additional action to prepare the attack for an off-turn-double furtive attack). 2: Twin advantage if you have a good attacking ally and can throw it before the fight. 3:
(Fast) Bless if you have 2 other strong attacking party members (fighter, barbarian). 4: Fast Haste on Rogue. 5: Fast Advantage. 6: Hex. I don't appreciate the rush as much as you do. Activating a furtive attack should also take precedence over the rush. Also keep in mind you lose any instance of an
additional attack when you use ready-made actions. You can't use the rush to prepare the action This action can only be used for attack (only one weapon attack), dash, disconnect, hide, or use object action. You still get a double furtive attack, but you also sacrifice the attack. Sneak attack damage is
usually more than an additional attack for most crooks if they are not multi-classed, but you also rely on the trigger to activate the finished action and you disable any attack capabilities. Eldrich Bang (and all S-but-no-m spells) requires a free hand, so you can't make a shield and rod with an out warcaster.
We're both really wrong. Last edited: November 27, 2017 I don't appreciate the rush as highly as you do. In addition, Additional Attack 1 and 2 and Haste Extra Attack can only be used as part of your attack action. As a Lvl20 Fighter that has you can attack 5 times, or you can conduct your actions to
make one attack. You don't benefit from an extra attack or haste when you hold your actions and you can't split the attack action in any way. The rush is only for crooks, not fighters. i.e. Rogue Turn: Use the rush action for 1d6'5'4d6 and uses normal action for the finished action to attack the master's turn.
Wizard's turn: The crooks use their reaction for 1d6'5'4d6. 10d6-10 overall damage. Or they can just attack again if they miss. Either way, it's double damage. For a spell and a reaction. The rush is only for crooks, not fighters. i.e. Rogue Turn: Use the rush action for 1d6'5'4d6 and uses normal action for
the finished action to attack the master's turn. Wizard's turn: The crooks use their reaction for 1d6'5'4d6. 10d6-10 overall damage. Or they can just attack again if they miss. Either way, it's double damage. For spells and You're right, I edited what I originally said. It's a powerful way to get a double furtive
attack, although it seems a bit tedious! No, you had it right for the first time, and your link confirms your initial reading: If the same clergyman throws a cure wound, it should put put or shield away because this spell has no material component but has a somatic component. She'll need a free hand to make
spell gestures. If she had the feat of Caster War, she could ignore this limitation. Secret focus can only be used for the somatic component of the spell, which also has a material component. Last edited: November 27, 2017 No, you had it right the first time, and your link confirms your initial reading: a
secret focus can only be used for somatic spell components, which also has a material component. You're reading the wrong part. If the spell has a somatic component, you can use a hand that performs a somatic component to also handle the material component. For example, a master who uses the
ball as a spell focus can hold a quarter-stead in one hand and a ball in the other, and he can throw lightning, using the ball as a material component of the spell and ball-hand to perform the somatic component of the spell. Warcaster allows you to use a staff or a stick with a shield. You can always use a
secret focus or component of a bag with a shield. For example, a master who uses the ball as a spell focus can hold a quarter-stead in one hand and a ball in the other, and he can throw lightning, using the ball as a material component of the spell and ball-hand to perform the somatic component of the
spell. That's exactly my point. If you use the spell focus as a material component of the spell, you can use it to perform the somatic component. If the spell does not have a material component, however, none of this applies. There is no material component, no spell focus. That's exactly my point. If you
use the spell focus as a material component of the spell, you can use it to perform the somatic component. If the spell does not have a material component, however, none of this applies. There is no material component, no spell focus. Wait, let me get this straight... You can design a spell with a secret
focus, a component of the bag, a holy blah blah symbol. If you're a clergyman, you can cast a V,S,M spell with your shield like a holy focus blah blah. If you're a clergyman, you can't cast a V,S spell with your shield as a holy trick. This must be the most confusing and asinine ruling I've ever seen. You can
only make somatic spell components if it also has material components. The component bag leaves your hand free. So this does not apply to the component of the bag. Do we know the rules of secret focus? Say the ball in focus, it's not a weapon. It can be classified as a homemade weapon. Is this action
to hold / sheathe Looking through the rules, a few threads I find nothing about the fact that you have to keep a secret focus. The charmer must have a hand free to access the material components of the spell - or hold the spell focus - but it may be the same hand that he or she uses to perform somatic
components. So tap your hand in the spotlight when you cast a spell, no need to keep it there. The Last Last November 28, 2017 Oh, no doubt. It's absolutely ridiculous and a lot of pain in. This is something I tend to handwave when I'm a DM, and I think a lot of people do the same. For general advice,
however, RAW is a safer bet. The trick of spells for the secret class works the same as for the divine, except that you can place the holy symbol on the shield. You have to deal with this and this only applies as a replacement for material components. The general rule is on pg. 203 PHB, under the
components of the material. Edit: Yes, the common workaround is to component the bag around the neck. Deal with it, and then let go. For a point to buy con should be 15 and dex should be 13, since you are multi-classified in Hexblade and wear medium armor. This must be the most confusing and
asinine ruling I've ever seen. You can only make somatic spell components if it also has material components. I think it would be much clearer to just say that spells including S and/or M components require one free hand to be thrown, instead of being in the trivia of the current rule. As I explain this in the



game is that the S part (V)SM spell is minimal because some of the magic channeling is carried out by M components. In spells (V)S S components have to do most of the channeling, so they are more complex and you can't handle things from that side (not even focus) while casting. I think it would be
much clearer to just say that spells including S and/or M components require one free hand to be thrown, instead of being in the trivia of the current rule. As I explain this in the game is that the S part (V)SM spell is minimal because some of the magic channeling is carried out by M components. In spells
(V)S S components have to do most of the channeling, so they are more complex and you can't handle things from that side (not even focus) while casting. Your explanation makes it easier to swallow, I still think I'll ignore it in my own games. For a point to buy con should be 15 and dex should be 13,
since you are multi-classified in Hexblade and wear medium armor. Hmm yes it's probably more optimal. Dex 16 lets you get an extra 1AC from making a Medium Armor Master however given the buy point you don't get it until level 19 seems to be paying off too late. I will reflect your feedback in the
guide. Boss Damage Combinations at Max level Your ability to carry large single targets is unparalleled. While the action surge GWM/SS will beat you for two rounds your sustained damage is just absurd. Because Hexblade Curse and Hex are both bonus actions it takes you three rounds to get out in
Round 1, Eldritch Blast and Hexblade Curse for 4d10'44 for 66 average damage before hitting chance. Round 2, Eldritch Blast and Hex for 4d10'4d6'44 for 80 average damage before hitting chance. Round 3, Twin Aldrich Blast for 160 aDPR before hitting the chance. Maybe, but you can't use a Twinned
spell on Eldritch Blast (after Level 5) and on the same goal! Double Spell - A spell that targets only one creature and the target of the second creature (Page 102 PHB) But you can quickly blast another Eldritch and use it as a bonus action (2 witchcraft points). Last edited: November 29, 2017 Maybe, but
you can't use a Twinned spell on Eldritch Blast (after Level 5) and on the same goal! Double Spell - A spell that targets only one creature and the target of the second creature (Page 102 PHB) But you can quickly blast another Eldritch and use it as a bonus action (2 witchcraft points). Lol its amazing how
many mistakes I made in writing this guide. He should be faster, not a twin. I'll fix it thanks. I also wanted to highlight the item that I currently use on my Sorlock. I recently got a staff swarming insects that has the following abilities: Insect Cloud: When carrying staff, you can use the action and spend 1
charge to cause a swarm of harmless flying insects to spread within a 30-foot radius of you. Insects stay for 10 minutes, making the area strongly hidden for creatures besides you. Roy moves with you, staying focused on you. Winds of at least 10 miles per hour dissipate the swarm and end with the effect.
It is basically without the concentration of Darkness, which does not require the sight of the devil. With elven Precision this would allow for tri-vantage while concentrating on Hex (or any other concentration spell). The only downside is that the radius is 30 feet, which can make it more annoying for your
teammates. Personally, I have winged boots on my Sorlock, so I can fly 30 feet into the air at the same time for all but remove the effect from ground level. I personally think it's worth attunement slot for many Sorlocks, but I'll have to play with it a few more to be sure. I also wanted to highlight the item that
I currently use on my Sorlock. I recently got a staff swarming insect that has the following abilities: It's basically without the concentration of Darkness, which doesn't require the sight of the devil. With elven Precision this would allow for tri-vantage while concentrating on Hex (or any other concentration
spell). The only downside is that the radius is 30 feet, which can make it more annoying for your teammates. Personally, I have winged boots on my Sorlock, so I can fly 30 feet into the air at the same time for all but remove the effect from ground level. I personally think it's worth attunement slot for many
Sorlocks, but I'll have to play with it a few more to be sure. Hell, thank you for that. I'll add it to the list of items. I also like to highlight the element that I'm in time to use on my Sorlock. I recently got a staff swarming insect that has the following abilities: It's basically without the concentration of Darkness,
which doesn't require the sight of the devil. With Elven Precision this will allow a three-view, concentrating on Hex (or (or other concentration spells). The only downside is that the radius is 30 feet, which can make it more annoying for your teammates. Personally, I have winged boots on my Sorlock, so I
can fly 30 feet into the air at the same time for all but remove the effect from ground level. I personally think it's worth attunement slot for many Sorlocks, but I'll have to play with it a few more to be sure. Second, it's. This can be an absolutely amazing item, especially for sorlock. I used to mine up to level
4, only to finally give it up when I got a cloak of invisibility. With elven precision, this is now evem better item. The only downside is the close quarters of the fight. If you do a lot of hard dungeon creeps, it will be hard to use. But it also allows you to throw a giant insect, which is a pretty awesome and nice
consolation prize when you can't use the cloud function. Great post! I've noticed a couple of things you can improve on: - I don't see a free lv1 spell of divine souls getting mentioned on your build offer. You can swap it away for lv2, so it's really a free spell. - You mention a careful spell a lot, but don't offer
it anywhere on your proposed alignment path, maybe put it on the sorcerer's lv10 meta-amragical sentence? Very useful, I'll put it to use! Page 3 Amazing Guide! Thank you very much I'm going to create (probably half an elf) hexblade 3 /sorcerer X character and can use some help. I'm starting at level 7,
there are no plans to finish the campaign anytime soon, but the alignment is going very slowly. In terms of crude power (sustainable dmg, against, say, 1 to 3 enemies) who will come on top of the hexblade/divine soul or hexagon/shadow sorcerer (assuming range combat)? log in or sign up to remove this
Ad Amazing Guide! Thank you very much I'm going to create (probably half an elf) hexblade 3 /sorcerer X character and can use some help. I'm starting at level 7, there are no plans to finish the campaign anytime soon, but the alignment is going very slowly. In terms of crude power (sustainable dmg,
against, say, 1 to 3 enemies) who will come on top of the hexblade/divine soul or hexagon/shadow sorcerer (assuming range combat)? In terms of raw strength, his shadow. The Eyes of the Dark Advantage at all eldritch explosions, the fault at all attacks against you. They're just bonkers. The problem
with this ability is it can seriously damage your allies in plentiful situations if they are within a fifteen foot range of darkness. The Power of Graves Fur Dog Ill Omen Costs 3sp, dies when the target dies, is worth the bonus of action While the dog is within 5 feet of the target, the target has On saving throws
against any spell you've thrown it's pretty huge. It's mostly better to have an elevated spell. Has only 14ac and 37-57 health, which is not huge, but if the boss holds a turn attacking the wolf it's not bad for you. Really only useful for the mob boss. Shadow Walk may be great, but I'll take flying over this any
day of the week. Its Essentially The Eyes of the Dark Dark against the usefulness of the Divine Soul. The Divine Soul does not exactly improve your raw power. Some of the cleric spells do however as detailed in the guide. Last edited: January 4, 2018 Thank you for the response! Eyes of darkness did not
matter to me at all, I would never make it to my party 6 ... I've played the (clean) shade before and the dog is really cool, but its cost is pretty steep, especially at lower levels. And if you unleash it on an enemy that looked complicated at first, but not really ... You see my point above, that's the exact reason
I hesitate. I like the Spiritual Weapon (non-conservative!) and the Spirit of the Guardians a lot, and all the utilities that the Divine Soul brings to the table, but I'm not entirely convinced that it will keep up (in this multi-class combo) with the shadow. I like to use a repulsive blast to knock down a target in a
cloud of daggers spell, its always fun Sorcerer 1, Sorcerer x? I've been putting a lot of thought into a sorcerer/witch/witch. I was leaning towards the Hexblade 1 / Sorcerer X build. (Well, technically, if I somehow got to level 19, my last on the levels would be a sorcerer, but for the sake of simplicity, Hex1,
Sor X is the best description) I have no experience of playing Warlock, so I'm interested in advice. Compared to your build, the character will lose: The Sorcerer's 2nd Level spell, 2 spells are known, 1 slot spell. Calls (excruciating explosion, the sight of the devil) Pact ritual casting of Tom (more loss for
Shadow, less loss for divine soul) Profit: 2 levels of progress sorcerer 1 Increase ability scores by about 1/2 levels. Of course, the loss of Agonizing Blast is significant, but for levels 1-4 hexwarrior the CHA bonus to weapon damage should only be about 1 less damage than the Eldritch Blast. On the other
hand, it will require you to get into a melee or give up the shield in order to use two hands for the bow. After level 5 you can just rely on the measily old Eldritch Blast 'Hex'Hexblade Curse. I was wondering which class it would be best to take on level 1. The sorcerer gives con saves, unlike Warlock's Wis,
which is best for frequent concentration checks. On the other hand, Warlock gives you extra HP and more valuable gear. I think a sorcerer is the best choice. L7 Devil's View Agonizing Explosion Mirror Image Warlock 2 I was wondering how you get a Mirror image on level 2. All in all, I really like your
guide! Hey Darkcloud Loss Agonizing Blast colossal. 5 hit with 20. This equals the hex-warrior bonus however, once you get to level 5 it becomes a dramatic loss. Assuming all the eldritch blast hits. No10 Damage from level 5 No.20 Injury with Kwicken spell No.15 injury from 11th lion l 30 injury with
Kwicken spelling for round. The additional ASI and the more rapid progression of the sorcerer do not offer anything that even to make a difference. Starting with Con Saves is also quite amazing. Con saves and Dex keeps extremely common before we even consider concentrating checks. You should also
that Level 3 Warlock offers a 2nd level of spelling restoration when can be turned into a sorcerer's point. As for the mirror image at level 2 I made that progression chart in about 30 minutes. I'll fix it thanks! How about sacrificing a Level 9 slot and going to Hexblade 5/Divine Soul 15 - so you can pick up an
extra call while keeping both the devil's view and book of ancient mysteries? This seems to be the best compromise for the characters without expecting to reach level 20. Thoughts? How about sacrificing a Level 9 slot and going to Hexblade 5/Divine Soul 15 - so you can pick up an extra call while
keeping both the devil's view and book of ancient mysteries? This seems to be the best compromise for the characters without expecting to reach level 20. Thoughts? The strength of the sorcerer peaks at level 8 with the rest of the levels is still good, but the hex-blade is competitive. I'm working on adding
extra levels to the hexblade and looking at (12Hexblade-8Sorcerer). If I had to go Hexblade 5/ Divine Soul 15 I would probably go hexblade 4 and 5 at levels 10 and 11. I have a problem with your numbers. Namely, that the big numbers you throw around have nothing to do with the build because they
require external sources to bless and advantage. It is also not sustainable, even if you have ones. You have three competing uses for your bonus action: Hex, Hexblade's Curse (whenever possible), and Kwicken's spell. In the first round you will have only one of them. The second round you'll have
another, but it's not until round 3 you do peak damage, at which point the target may or may not have already been killed by other party members, so you're back to using bonus action for Hex and you've lost the curse. Amazing guide! Thank you very much I'm going to create (probably half an elf)
hexblade 3 /sorcerer X character and can use some help. I'm starting at level 7, there are no plans to finish the campaign anytime soon, but the alignment is going very slowly. In terms of crude power (sustainable dmg, against, say, 1 to 3 enemies) who will come on top of the hexblade/divine soul or
hexagon/shadow sorcerer (assuming range combat)? In terms of sustained damage, not Hexblade at all. Swap out Hexblade for Archfey, go to 7, and spam Eldritch Blast because of the great invisibility (if someone else can throw it at you, in which case... can also go Hexblade). I have a problem with your
numbers. Namely, that the big numbers you throw around have nothing to do with the build because they require external sources to bless and advantage. It is also not sustainable, even if you have ones. You have three competing uses for your bonus action: Hex, Hexblade's Curse (whenever possible),
and Kwicken's spell. In the first round you will have only one of them. Second round you'll have another but it's up to round 3 you do peak damage, at which point the target may or may not have already been killed by other party members, so you're back to using bonus action for Hex and you've lost the
curse. I don't know where you are you Problem AC 20 with No 11 to hit Eldritch Blast for 4d10'20 by 60% Chance to hit 25.2 aDPR Fast 2x Eldritch Blast for 8d10'40 by 60% Chance of Getting on 50 aDPR Kwicken 2x Eldritch Blast at 60% Chance to Hit At 67.2 aDPR Fast 2x Eldritch Blast Advantage for
8d10'40 by 84% Chance to get on 71 aDPR Fast 2x Eldritch Blast and Elfen Precision for 8d10'40 at 93.6% Chance to hit at 78 aDPR Damage Reversible at all levels. The damage is absurd from round 3. As was originally stated, the assembly is the boss's killer. It is not designed to kill 20 CR 1 enemies
its designed to kill 1 CR 20 enemy. As for your point on bonus actions I would suggest reading the thread as it is already covered. Boss Damage Combinations at Max level Your ability to carry large single targets is unparalleled. While the action surge GWM/SS will beat you for two rounds your sustained
damage is just absurd. Because Hexblade Curse and Hex are both bonus actions it takes you three rounds to go online. Round 1, Eldritch Blast and Hexblade Curse for 4d10'44 for 66 average damage before hitting chance. Round 2, Eldritch Blast and Hex for 4d10'4d6'44 for 80 average damage before
hitting chance. Round 3, Kwicken 2x Eldritch Blast for 8d10'8d6'88 for 160 aDPR before hitting the chance. When you run out of spell slots and witchcraft points you can throw spiritual weapons at a basic or higher level. Eldritch Blast - Spiritual Weapon 2nd Level 4d10'1d8'4d6'56 for 96 aDPR before
hitting a chance. Eldritch Blast - Spiritual Weapon 7th Level 4d10'4d8'4d6'56 for 110 aDPR before hitting a chance. Last edited: January 24, 2018 I'm not sure where you'll find the problem is that you're not nova'ing until round 3. At this point most things will be injured to the point where Nova is going to be
redundant. It also requires two turns configured compared to one goal, that the target is removed from the fight and you're down the Curse of Hexblade (and Hex if he's not dead). I also have a problem with just saying the advantage is easy to get. No. At least not for attacks in range. If you have a buddy
casting Big Invisibility on you, or a room to freely use the darkness, there is no consistent source of benefits for EB. The damage is respectable at all levels. The damage is absurd from round 3. Is it? The table is a good level 17 the number of damages, but note that the highest repeatable unaided 67.2
aDPR. At lower levels the damage becomes weaker and weaker as Hex and the curse give you less and less profit for your investment. As was originally stated, the assembly is the boss's killer. It is not designed to kill 20 CR 1 enemies its designed to kill 1 CR 20 enemy. Oh, it's going to kill one boss. If
the boss hasn't been killed yet. For contrast, the sorcerer 9/Warlock 9/Fighter 2 threw out the Curse and two scorching rays in the first turn. This is For 216 average damage before hitting the chance. Admittedly yours could too with just two fighter levels (which you're against, wtf?), but the point I'm trying
to do is to do The damage must be at the beginning of the fight to be useful. EDIT: Oh, and of course for builds I recommend looking at Scorching Ray over EB when you move Hex or Curse of purpose if you have spell slots. Last edited: January 24, 2018 Hmm interesting moments. Admittedly I fired the
scorching beam when it was uraniumd not to work with the dragon sorcerer in the first errata. I also agree with the consequences of the first round of novas. However, there are many other builds capable of extreme novas. The selling point of this build primarily sustained the damage for several rounds of
the last three. I'll probably have to take a closer look at levels 8-16 for craft theory, as opposed to level 20. As for the two levels in the fighter I have a list of somewhere of the pros cons, but the extra explosion of eldritch for one round is not worth the cost. As for the two levels in the fighter I have a list of
somewhere of the pros cons, but the extra explosion of eldritch for one round is not worth the cost. But that's where Scorching Ray comes in in Hexblade's Curse is not a spell, so you can curse and double-throwing aligned spell. Of course, this is due to Scorching Ray going unnoticed. The problem is that
you are not nova'ing until round 3. At this point most things will be injured to the point where Nova is going to be redundant. It also requires two turns configured compared to one goal, that the target is removed from the fight and you're down the Curse of Hexblade (and Hex if he's not dead). I also have a
problem with just saying the advantage is easy to get. No. At least not for attacks in range. If you have a buddy casting Big Invisibility on you, or a room to freely use the darkness, there is no consistent source of benefits for EB. Is it? The table is a good level 17 the number of damages, but note that the
highest repeatable unaided 67.2 aDPR. At lower levels the damage becomes weaker and weaker as Hex and the curse give you less and less profit for your investment. Oh, it's going to kill one boss. If the boss hasn't been killed yet. For contrast, the sorcerer 9/Warlock 9/Fighter 2 threw out the Curse and
two scorching rays in the first turn. That's 24d6-132 for 216 average damage before hitting a chance. Admittedly yours could too with just two fighter levels (which you're against, wtf?), but the point I'm trying to do nova damage is to be at the start of the fight to be helpful. EDIT: Oh, and of course for builds
I recommend looking at Scorching Ray over EB when you move Hex or Curse of purpose if you have spell slots. Is two levels of falling in a fighter worth giving up level 9 spells (aka Wish?). You will lose the ability to make simulacrum with desire and have another source of damage. Wish you didn't get to
level 20 (18 anytime soon, not just be a normal sorcerer for 17 levels)? Yes, I would say that the new potential from the 12th level is worth it. you don't get to level 20 (18 anytime soon, not just be a normal sorcerer for 17 levels)? Yes, I would say, the potential from the level of 12 years is worth. You can't
get a Wish period because it requires a level 17 sorcerer to at least access level 9 spell slots. Warlock is NOT considered a spell class and does not benefit from a multi-class spell slot table. You would only get up to level 5 spell slots to be a 9 sorcerer/9 sorcerer/2 fighter. You need at least a level 17 in
the sorcerer to access lvl 9 spells. You either have to choose a splash of action or desire. A steering bolt is a better blast for the dollar than a scorching beam. A steering bolt is a better blast for the dollar than a scorching beam. No. The reason you take a scorching beam or EB is for multiple hits, each of
which causes a hexblade curse and a hex. Level 9 scorching beam shoots from 10 separate hits, each of which causes a curse. And you can quicker it twice. The guiding bolt is probably one of the worst attack spells to choose for Sorlock. No. The reason you take a scorching beam or EB is for multiple
hits, each of which causes a hexblade curse and a hex. Level 9 scorching beam shoots from 10 separate hits, each of which causes a curse. And you can quicker it twice. The guiding bolt is probably one of the worst attack spells to choose for Sorlock. You are right. I thought that Scorching Ray Errata
killed all the bonus damage/modifiers for every hit. Page 4 Can Scorching Ray be sped up to two casts though? Isn't it a break you can't cast another spell during the same turn, except for a cantrip with a cast of time 1 action rule in PHB p.202 Last edited: January 25, 2018 log in or register to remove this
ad Assuming you can't, and quicken is to put out EB: At level 5 (practical): Scorching Ray and EB - HexCurse - 2xAgonizing Blast No 6d6'2d10'5d6'15'10 - 74/75 vs EB x2 Hex - HexCurse - 4xAgonizing Blast - 4d10-4d6-12-20 - 68 The main problem is that you spend spell points and spell slots, at least
doubling the use of resources to get an extra 6-7 average damage in the round. Last edited: January 25, 2018 assuming you can't, and quicken is to put out EB: At level 5 (practical): Scorching Ray and EB - HexCurse - 2xAgonizing Blast - 6d6'2d10 74/75 vs EB x2 - Hex - HexCurse - 4xAgonizing Blast -
4dAgonizing Blast - 4d-4dd6-12-20 - 68 Main Problem in The Main, that you spend spell points and spell slots, at least double the use of resources to get that extra 6-7 average damage in the round. Do you use the symbol at level 5? Why? Obviously, this build is not designed to optimize the low level.
There are infinitely better spell choices at level 5. You can't get a Wish period because it requires a level 17 sorcerer to at least access level 9 spell slots. Warlock is NOT considered a spell class doesn't benefit from multi-class slot table spells. You would only get up to level 5 spell slots to be a 9
sorcerer/9 sorcerer/2 fighter. You need at least a level 17 in the sorcerer to access lvl 9 spells. You either have to choose a splash of action or desire. That's what I meant. You can choose to have a desire at level 19, or you you There's a splash action to throw two aligned spells from the level... 8? +.
Sent from my device_name via the en World mobile app that's what I meant. You can choose to have a desire at level 19, or you can have the action splash to throw two aligned spells from the level... 8? +. Sent from my device_name via the mobile app EN World yes, but with the desire you can use it to
trigger Simulacrum, which can also make hex, curse, and scorching rays. If your band is a consistent group that will play for a long time, then it's not worth diving for a splash action. What level do you want? My point will still be the same if you plan on filming Level 9 Scorching Ray and quickly EB you are
still burning resources at very high speed. At level 20: Scorching Ray lvl9 - EB - HexCurse - 4xAgonizing No10d6-4d10-14d6-84-20 - 210 EB x2 - Hex - HexCurse - 8xAgonizing Blast - 8d10-8d6-48-40 - 160 Is 50 extra level dmg slots...? Good question. It's a battle of spending resources for a quick dmg
against a consistent high dmg without huge costs. What level do you want? My point will still be the same if you plan on filming Level 9 Scorching Ray and quickly EB you are still burning resources at very high speed. At level 20: Scorching Ray lvl9 - EB - HexCurse - 4xAgonizing No10d6-4d10-14d6-84-20
- 210 EB x2 - Hex - HexCurse - 8xAgonizing Blast - 8d10-8d6-48-40 - 160 Is 50 extra level dmg slots...? Good question. It's a battle of spending resources for a quick dmg against a consistent high dmg without huge costs. Considering no dead enemy means more attacks against you, more chances to
escape, etc... Sent from my device_name via the mobile app EN World Given the non-dead enemy means more attacks against you, more chances to escape, etc... Sent from my device_name via the en World of Course mobile app. And if there's a big bad out there, pour everything on it. But if we're
talking about an everyday campaign set of meetings, then blowing your Level 9 slot quickly is just one shot of that purple worm (etc), and only be able to get it back over tactful short resting trade slots sorcerer for spell points for sorcerer slots. Burning so many resources so quickly is a big risk. Of course.
And if there's a big bad out there, pour everything on it. But if we're talking about an everyday campaign set of meetings, then blowing your Level 9 slot quickly is just one shot of that purple worm (etc), and only be able to get it back over tactful short resting trade slots sorcerer for spell points for sorcerer
slots. Burning so many resources so quickly is a big risk. No one always advocates with this setup. It's nice to be able to. OBVIOUSLY you'd use common sense assess when it's good to double EB or EB and Scorching Ray. No one is the fastest EB (or scorching beam that it should be). Then you can't
use the curse. You use your bonus actions to curse them, your actions to cast a spell, splash the action and use your actions to make Spell. And the rooms I listed only used level 5 slots- the ones you get back each short rest with a more evenly split. Sent from my device_name via the EN World mobile
app in terms of damage, what do you think of 1 Hexblade Warlock/2 Fighter/17 Wizard You lose EB as the main source of damage, but you get SR'Hex'Hexblade-Action Surge/Simcularum. And your SR spell slots recover for a short rest. In terms of damage, what do you think of 1 Hexblade Warlock/2
Fighter/17 Wizard you lose EB as the primary source of damage, but you get SR'Hexblade-Action Surge-Wish/Simulacrum. And your SR spell slots recover for a short rest. In fact all you really lose is CHA on every explosion. It's a drop, but still good with Hex and The Curse. Edit: Opps, Wizard is not a
sorcerer. You also lose Metamagic which is a bit of a hit. Last edited: January 25, 2018 Actually all you really lose is CHA on every explosion. It's a drop, but still good with Hex and The Curse. Edit: Opps, Wizard is not a sorcerer. You also lose Metamagic which is a bit of a hit. Is this that big hit if you're
going to use the action splash instead of Kviken anyway? Oh, it may be on turns you don't use SR. The new one is still there though. Sent from my device_name via the mobile app EN World Re: Simulacrum, The Sorcerer and the Sorcerer are the best classes to have it thrown on, depending on what you
want. Spell slots don't come back, but the points of witchcraft and Mystic Arcany do. So if we go for the best simulacrum, I suggest at least 13 levels of the Sorcerer (since Simulacrum is on the sorcerer listed, not what I've ever noticed before). EDIT: I didn't notice because I didn't. Hell you Google-fu,
you're misleading me! Last edited: January 26, 2018 Also, picking up Scorching Ray can be helpful when fighting Helmed Horror First, congratulations on the guide! Im very interested in this because of the high DPR while mantaining good spell progression. This makes an already powerful sorcerer in the
beast, using hexblade bonuses and more choice of spells of the divine soul, which is exactly what I was trying to come up with on my own. Sure, a multi-class drop fighter can do even more damage, but you'd stretch your spell progression even further (you're already 2/3 of the level behind with the
sorcerer, add the fighter, and now you're 5 levels behind, which equates to 3 difference spell levels for the entire game). Adding a fighter jet will also mean that you will lose feat/asi, methachical selection and another 2 points of witchcraft. As I see it, this build shines not as the best theoretical possible
DNR ever, but as a high-build DPR with great utility/versatility, for me the 2 level plunge in the fighter just makes you better at what you already do well, while getting worse in all other aspects while significantly delaying your spell progression. One thing I realized wasn't mentioned was how huge precision
the elf gets with the hexblade curse. You can always re-roll your bad roll with an advantage, so that means 3 chances to get a critical hit, at 19-20. 19-20. translates as whooping cough 28.1% crit chance, so its very likely you're going to get at least one critical hit for EB use (71% from getting at least one
crit on EB, or 92% on double-accelerated EB). I don't think you accounted for the critical impact damage in your DNR math, but its cerainly not dismissive. Given that my DM uses a critical hit table for additional effects, this makes the build much more powerful against the bosses in my table. Doing the
math, added damage from the crits with elven precision and the curse of the hexblade on EB will be 4 0.281 and 5.5, which is about 6 additional damages. So in the examples, the first round will be 72, the second round is 86, and the third round is 172. If you didn't throw a hex on the second lap and
instead double the EB, you'd deal 72 and 144th 144 and 360 vs. 330 with hex. In the 4th round, the comparison will be 504 against 502, with the hexblade still doing more harm than hex, but by a small margin. Only on the 5th round will the casting hex do more, at 674 against 648. So for fast fights that last
no more than 4 rounds, using only the curse of the hexblade for a single damage target is the best choice. This is quite important considering that hex requires concentration and you usually need a concentration slot to give yourself an advantage/elf accuracy anyway. This also means that it should be
quite rarely needed to use both hexblade and hex together, and it also demonstrates how the curse of a powerful hexagon with EB really is. I believe this fact should be added to your guide, since most fights you will either use the curse of the hexblade (big bad boss of the day) or hex (normal mobs) are
unlikely to ever either like at the same time. Now, if only my DM would allow drowsiness/half asleep in the campaign, I would get that delicious extra headlights of fire and darkness... But alas, he doesn't, so im stuck with a semi-elf. I think I'm going to go with an archfey patron for it, since it's a really
amazingly good spell last edited: February 13, 2018 One combo that most of them don't understand the work of Tortle and divine soul. Throw a Fast Spirit Keeper and then use Shell Defense, your 17 AC natural AC gets another 4 ac for 21 AC, you get an advantage on strength and constitution checks.
You can do whatever it takes to act, but yours is well protected from attack, and as a sorcerer you already have a con save Prof, but now with advantagefor con saves, which means not only protection from spells with con save, but an advantage on concentration checks too, which protects your Guardian
spirit spell. Good guide!! I will play Sorlock Divine Hexblade and I will follow some of these tips. The only difference is that I believe I will add some gishness with melee weapons and melee cantrips in combat (I don't know... he's just myself wrong to be Hexblade and not use weapons) and blast power
(because I love blasting enemies to death), but it's a bit of personal taste. Now I wonder: beyond the taste of that call to have paid dead and sacred flame cantrips when you have to build based on the best vary damage damage games (Eldritch Blast and Appeals)? Thank you so much for posting this
guide. That's exactly what I was looking for! However, I was also wondering if you could explain a little more of your Level 1 selection of spells? Why not something like Chromatic Orb for its higher damage output and basic flexibility? Thank you! Page 5 thank you very much for posting this guide. That's
exactly what I was looking for! However, I was also wondering if you could explain a little more of your Level 1 selection of spells? Why not something like Chromatic Orb for its higher damage output and basic flexibility? Thank you! Eldritch Blast does more harm once you get to level 5 and the Chromatic
ball doesn't scale very well. In fact, the chromatic ball as a whole is a terrible spell. It just spends Level 1 spell slots that can be used on premium spells like Hex and Shield. In addition, sorcerers already have a very limited number of known spells. log in or sign up to remove this ad It may sound like a
stupid question, but I'm a new player and I'm just trying to figure out the numbers. How this build gets 11 pounds for attacks and 88 pounds for damage. I understand it's a twin EB so 4 bolts twice, but I don't get where the No.11 to kick and the damage goes from. No.5 makes sense to me if you have 20
CHA, but there is something that I should be missing as a new player because 6 extra damages guaranteed for the bolt is huge. I ask because I run a very similar character in my first campaign, but I want to make sure I don't miss out on some amazing tools that I don't know about. It may sound like a silly
question, but I'm a new player and I'm just trying to figure out the numbers. How this build gets 11 pounds for attacks and 88 pounds for damage. I understand it's a twin EB so 4 bolts twice, but I don't get where the No.11 to kick and the damage goes from. No.5 makes sense to me if you have 20 CHA,
but there is something that I should be missing as a new player because 6 extra damages guaranteed for the bolt is huge. I ask because I run a very similar character in my first campaign, but I want to make sure I don't miss out on some amazing tools that I don't know about. The extra 6 pounds to hit
comes from the L20 knowledge bonus (No.6). The extra damage of 6 pounds per bolt comes from the Curse of Hexblade, which gives you damage equal to your bonus for knowing for a kick. Hello, I recently joined a campaign that plays through Thunder Storm King and I currently level 3 hexblade. Now
that I've read the guide I realize that starting a hexblade is not the best strategy. My question now is if I should start taking the sorcerer's levels now or is it a race at level 3 important enough to go hexblade 5 before you take sorcerer's levels? Can someone give me a break on how you get 24AC? I get
Halfplate is a 15'3 with a master armor that is 18. and then add 2 to the shield. Which is 20. Where did the other four come from? or even 26 ac? Can someone give me down on how do you get 24AC? I get Halfplate is a 15'3 with a master armor that is 18. and then add 2 to the shield. Which is 20. Where
did the other four come from? or even 26 ac? Half of the plate No.3 Shield No. 3 Half Plate No. 15 - Dex Modifier (maximum 2) 2AC Shield No. 3 - 5AC Shield No.3 - Half No.3 - Armormaster No. 26 Keep in mind that getting a Semi-Plate No.3 and/or Shield No.3 is extremely unlikely unless your DM is
either super charitable/moronic. For fun Add to the Power Staff No 2AC for 28AC. Then scatter the shield spell to the reaction of NO33 AC. For everyone else with questions, sorry, I was busy with scientific possibilities. I should have free time in a few weeks. What if you have some heavy armor? What
would AC be then? Same thing, I think, but you'd get -3 damage, with the feat this guide is absolutely fantastic. I played this build at level 5, using 3 levels of the sorcerer and 2 levels of the sorcerer. It was a lot of fun with good tankiness, good healing, good damage and good versatility. One of the most
powerful moves at this level was the double healing word for the 1 point sorcerer. You heal 2 allies in one bonus action and you can still eldritch the blast twice. We had 2 party members down and things looked terrible... I managed to resuscitate them both and kill the enemy in one turn, completely
reversing the situation. What multiclass should take my PC level 5 for maximum damage for a standard day of adventure? Hexblade 2/x We start at level 5 and another player will play level 5 Shadow Sorcerer. They agreed to focus on keeping the Darkness spell so that our 2 PCs can use the advantage
on range/melee and disadvantage for enemies aimed at us for different attacks. There will be other players, but they don't want to strategize. Or go to Sorcerer x levels for faster spells. Focus on the rush at higher levels. Can go Paladin x Levels (GWM) for smites and bonus-saving throws. Focus on bless.
Or go rogue X levels for reliable damage and versatility skills. GFB - Focus on the Shadow Blade. What if you have some heavy armor? What would AC be then? Same, I think, but you'd get -3 damage, with the feat of Medium Armor Master eliminating the flaw on your Dexterity (Stealth) checks. It also
allows the No.1 AC Heavy Armor Master gives the No.1 Power (Useless) and reduces the non-magic to -3. -3 is surprising early on, but is becoming less useful throughout the campaign. I often play games where our DM imposes stealth check party for a variety of reasons. I absolutely hate the downside
to stealth checks. What multiclass should take my PC level 5 for maximum damage for a standard day of adventure? Hexblade 2/x We start at level 5 and another player play Level 5 Shadow Sorcerer. They agreed to focus on keeping the Darkness spell so that our 2 PCs can both take advantage of the
range/melee and lack the flaw target us for various attacks. There will be other players, but they don't want to strategize. Or go to Sorcerer x levels for faster spells. Focus on the rush at higher levels. Can go Paladin x Levels (GWM) for smites and bonus-saving throws. Focus on bless. Or go rogue X
levels for reliable damage and versatility skills. GFB - Focus on the Shadow Blade. If you plan to take advantage of the darkness it is unlikely you will go melee specs given the darkness will be at a disadvantage to any of your allies who can't see through it while in the meele. Stefano Diem Benatti said:
One thing I realized was that was not mentioned as the awesome accuracy the elf gets with the hexblade curse. You can always re-roll your bad roll with an advantage, so that means 3 chances to get a critical hit, at 19-20. This translates as whooping cough 28.1% crit chance, so it's highly likely you're
going to get at least one critical hit for eb use (71% of getting at least one crit on EB, or 92% on accelerated double EB). I don't think you accounted for the critical impact damage in your DNR math, but its cerainly not dismissive. Only on the 5th round will the casting hex do more, at 674 against 648. So
for fast fights that last no more than 4 rounds, using only the curse of the hexblade for a single damage target is the best choice. Honestly, I was too lazy to try to do the math on both rolls 1, crits at 19/20 and advantage/elven accuracy. You make very good points though. I'll get to him at some stage. I
definitely undersell the chance to crit. Thank you so much for posting this guide. That's exactly what I was looking for! However, I was also wondering if you could explain a little more of your Level 1 selection of spells? Why not something like Chromatic Orb for its higher damage output and basic
flexibility? Thank you! Of course, first, power damage just doesn't require basic flexibility if your DM creates new monsters. You really don't need damaging spells like a chromatic ball. Again, rightly or wrongly I focus on utility. 1 cm Healing Word, Bless© 1 Absorbent Elements, Sleep (Early Game) 1
Shield (HB), Agati Armor, Hex© Healing Word allows you to get your allies from death rolls, can be twins. Bless the great 1d4 on attacking rolls is really nice, but no better than the advantage. Absord Elements and Shield are fantastic reaction spells. Pretty self-evident. Hex is Hex. Agati's armor is a pretty
strong defensive spell. This can effectively be seen as direct healing with a great side effect. Level 7 heal for 35 and deal 35 damage to enemies that hit you. I've never used it with a high-level spell but it theoretically seems fun. What do you think of Avariel (flying elves) assuming a bonus to stats 2 dex
and 1 cha. Is it worth giving up half the elven dream to fly? Will your opinion change at all if the DM gives a free feat to everyone? What do you think of Avariel (flying elves) assuming a bonus to stats 2 dex and 1 cha. Is it worth giving up half the elven dream to fly? Will your opinion change at all at all DM
gives a free feat to everyone? I haven't looked at the new races yet, but the base flight is very strong. The main priority is getting up to 20 Charisma no matter what you choose. I'd probably go Shadow Sorcerer/Hexblade by playing Avariel. The free feat is amazing, but, its going to be clunky to get to 20
Charisma, if you have dice rolled stats If you workout is a good way to reach 20 Charisma with Avariel I'd say go for it 100% Last edit: August 1, 2018 Awesome, thanks for the feedback. Did you ever end up posting a 12/8 build? Trying to figure out what it would look like sounds interesting. Thanks to the
bunch for the first guide, I found it more useful than most others I read. As far as my progression plan goes, I thought of starting at 8, 16, 14, 10, 12, 15. (elven precision with a free feat on lvl one stroke that cha to 16, on lvl 5 or 6 take 2 cha with ace to hit cha to 18, 20 on lvl 11. So basically on the same
time table as the sleep half elf. (Kind of oxymoron) for 15 con and bump that to 16 with resil con in later levels, but DM makes you play on your intelligence, which makes sense. If you try to come up with an intelligent strategy like 8 int goon it's going to tell you your dumb to come up with that most likely.
Awesome, thanks for the feedback. Did you ever end up posting a 12/8 build? Not yet, I'm still working on it. Was busy playing the knowledge of the bard taking advantage of finding more of a horse. As far as my progression plan goes, I thought of starting at 8, 16, 14, 10, 12, 15. (elven accuracy with a
free feat on lvl one stroke, that cha to 16, on lvl 5 or 6 to take 2 cha with ace to hit cha to 18, 20 on lvl 11. You lack the charisma No. 1 from Avariel. Start with 15 No 1 from Avariel to 16 No. 1 from elven precision to 17 No. 2 from ASI to 19 No 1 from any ASI (with your stats the second point is useless if
you don't get another No 1 from the feat as a resilient) or No 1 from the actor. If you don't plan on taking a medium armor master I'd probably start at 16 Charisma. For the Adventure League, the character still seems solid as the only vanilla half elf right? I just wanted to make sure. that I'm not missing
anything terrible. There would be no darkness///a diabolical visa combination, but as its stated its not the best for the team play anyway. All of the listed spells I see seem to be just PHB or XGTE. For the Adventure League, the character still seems solid as the only vanilla half elf isn't it? I just wanted to
make sure I didn't miss anything terrible. There would be no darkness///a diabolical visa combination, but as its stated its not the best for the team play anyway. All of the listed spells I see seem to be just PHB or XGTE. Da vanilla Half Elf Suitable. I'm not quite sure why you don't think you can go
Darkness'Devilsight you don't have to be sleepy for that. Yes vanillia Half Elf is perfect. I'm not quite sure why you don't think you can go darkness devil, you shouldn't be for that. Most likely, they are worried about the impact on the party with which they are associated. Really looking forward to a 12/8
build when there is time - I look at 14Sorc/6hex so I'm curious to hear what you have as bonuses for 12/8. Why is it all out there uses Half elve on charisma basic characters. Tieflings have the same bonus of 2 pounds Charisma, please explain? Why is it all out there uses Half elve on charisma basic
characters. Tieflings have the same bonus of 2 pounds Charisma, please explain? You can play the tie-off, but you don't get the elven precision. See the section on the accuracy of the elves for the reason why it is so important. In addition, the flames of Flegito and the hellish Constitution do not compete
with elven precision at all. Please keep in mind this built was written in regards to ming-max. Multiclassing and optimal races do not always make for the best roll of the game. Page 6 nice guide, One Moment, builds to get extra cantrips with a class level of non-level characters. Simon log in or sign up to
remove this Ad Tieflings also get only No.1 to useless stats, not two No.1s depending on the statistics they want. What do you think of the new races from Eberron and Ravnica coming out? Change, Kalashtar, Simic Hybrid, and Viashino seem like they can be an incredible choice (make the tail blade Of
Viashino your pact weapon, the same with the Simic hybrid tentacles you chose this). I'm starting a (hopefully) optimized Sorlock at level 7, using your guide as my inspiration. Could you, or anyone who understands the intricacies of this guide, spell out what you would be at level 7? This is a strange break
point in my eyes, suggesting that I go 17/3 of the divine soul/hexblade route. I stopped at running 5/2 and taking 3 on my next level. Any pointers? Besides, I'm fighting for detail. Assuming the average gold for the level of 7 characters, and the No.1 item of my choice, if anyone had any optimization
pointers, or would be willing to spell out specifically what you would take, I would be in your debt. I believe this will help clarify the build at lower levels as well, and its relative level of power in this break, which should inform the guide, based on my reading of these 11 pages. I chose an alternative build for
me when I was 7, which would eventually be the end of 12 sorcerer 8 sorcerer. So I was a 4 sorcerer 3 sorcerer on 7 and would go 5 sorcerer to 8, then 4 sorcerer to 9. But it's a melee focused spell of storage to build, but it's been awesome... But more traditional sorlock I'd probably go 5 sorcerer, since
your more spell caster range is focused and 2 sorcerers. Then probably 3 sorcerers on the 8th. armor and possibly a shield. Your no dependency item at all. I found myself passing on most magical items simply because others need more. If I had to choose something to make your armor No.1 imo. Last
edited: Sep 11, 2018 I'm starting (hopefully) optimized Sorlock at level 7 using using guide as my inspiration. Could you, or anyone who understands the intricacies of this guide, spell out what you would be at level 7? This is a strange break point in my eyes, suggesting that I go 17/3 of the divine
soul/hexblade route. I stopped at running 5/2 and taking 3 on my next level. Any pointers? Besides, I'm fighting for detail. Assuming the average gold for the level of 7 characters, and the No.1 item of my choice, if anyone had any optimization pointers, or would be willing to spell out specifically what you
would take, I would be in your debt. I believe this will help clarify the build at lower levels as well, and its relative level of power in this break, which should inform the guide, based on my reading of these 11 pages. So the main goal here is to find reliable ways to gain an advantage, with the best 3 methods.
Darkness and Devil's Eyes Big Invisibility Staff Roy Insects One of the most powerful solutions is to make your item of choice of staff swarming insects. This means an advantage in attacks, a lack of attacks against you, a lack of attack capabilities to move away from enemies. Its also not a spell of
concentration. Keep in mind you won't be able to own the shield until you get a warcaster. If this weapon is not allowed, I would haggle over the Warmage No. 1 wand, it would be equivalent to the No.1 sword, which also means no shield to the warcaster. The armor should be a breast covering or a half
plate if you don't mind the lack of stealth and can afford it. Gregaous skin is an option if you have high agility. I then wanted to make my calls a reflection of an explosion and an excruciating explosion. As for level 8. For level 3 spells I would suggest a fireball, blink, rush, counterspell, spirit keepers, liven
up, melfa minute meteors, hypnotic pattern, mass healing word, beacon of hope, fly. There are a lot of good third-level spells. Polymorph at level 9 is definitely worth writing home about, maybe it's worth delaying the third level of the sorcerer to level 10. Warlock Home Selling Point Sorcerer 3 is an
additional 2 sorcerer's points for a short rest. If you are going to pact volumes you will want to book ancient secrets as quickly as possible. If you prefer to stick to the reflection explosion (I'm currently in love with the reflection explosion), you could go to the pact chain for an imp familiar. Although go down



this path and not take the voice of the chain master will feel bad. The voice of the Chain Master you can telepathically communicate with acquaintances and perceive through the feelings of your acquaintances while you are on the same plane of existence. Also, while perceiving through your familiar
feelings, you can also speak through familiar in your own voice, even if your friend is usually unable to speak. It gives Effectively a different set of eyes, you are immune to a blinded state if both you and your friend are blinded. You can see from different angles. I Am I that call. (Invisible Imp from No.5 on
stealth) As for the exploits of his elven zgt; 20Charisma zgt; Warcaster (I.E 15Cha Pointbuy, 17Cha Half Elf, 18Cha Elven Accuracy, 20Cha ASI (10th level (8th grade sorcerer ASI), Warcaster Last edited: September 11, 2018 for the foreword; Thank you, extremely, for the deep and insightful response.
For more information, my array of stat is following and I'm half sleepy: Str 8 Dex 15 Con 14 Int 10 Wis 12 Cha 17 This factor is a sleepy bonus. I believe I statted this correctly by assuming Elfen Precision, at level 7. If I don't, I'll handle it on your advice. Campaign-wise, my grandmaster has limited my
detail to 1 No.1 item, which I will claim for the Warmage No.1 wand, and any mundane elements that I wish for, without limitation. So I'll take your advice and use your chest and wand warmage No.1. Any other suggestions? Does that change your analysis? Or would you recommend having my 15
dexterity to go Studded? I personally really like repelling the explosion, and since I can't make a DS/AB combo, I'm unsure exactly what to take in place of it. Again, I am very grateful for your help to the OP, and the genius of this post is what draws me to the assembly (typo) last edited: September 11,
2018 For the foreword; Thank you, extremely, for an in-depth and insightful response. Truly appreciated. My GM has houseruled that the sight of the Devil/Agonizing Blast Combo is forbidden. Just checking, do you mean that the devil's sight and darkness is forbidden? Or that devil-looking innvocation
and excruciating burst of innovation are both removed from the game? If an excruciating explosion is banned I would honestly choose another build, an excruciating explosion is the centerpiece of the entire build. Yes, I type too fast without thinking. His DS/Darkness combo is that forbidden. My minor
OCD would usually require me to edit my above post for clarity, but since you clarified, I'll leave it as is yes, I was typing too quickly without thinking. His DS/Darkness combo is that forbidden. My minor OCD tends to require me to edit my above post for clarity, but since you've clarified, I'll leave it as a
Divine Soul utility and healing, the shadow sorcerer is most effective for direct combat. I think if the fight was my main focus and devilsight/darkness was banned I would really choose the shadow of a sorcerer. Eyes Gives You a Combo The Power of the Grave Gives You a Decent Death to Save the
Hound you have an elevated spell call to free. Shadow Walk isn't quite as good as the wings, but fantastic if you play at night. Although I would like to talk to your DM as if he had it forbidden by the devil's gaze he may not love you to get around it that way. You can always point out that everyone and their
mother has a way to gain an advantage. I.E spells Shadow of Moila, Keeper of Nature, Great Invisibility. I would consider staying in The Sorcerer 2 if you are content with excruciating and repulsive. Warlock 3, if you like to have access to every ritual in the game, but if you have a master in your party, for
example, its not worth it. With 15 dex I would go with medium armor. Studded only stands if you have a No 4 or No 5 mod on dex. Oh, and I'd be remiss if I didn't mention the hilarious combo sending your spiritual weapons and invisible imp familiar into the fray while you sit comfortably 60ft away from
reading a book (perhaps more depending on if you only treat the 60ft range casting range) last edited: Sep 11, 2018 Sorry to take your time, because now you'll have to repaint all your damage calculations. The Divine Soul Sorcerer can get Bestow Curse, and every attack (including your spiritual weapon)
gets an extra 1d8 bone necromantic damage, except for all the other incredibly amazing loss the target suffers. Throw it on the 5th level spell slot without concentration to fold it with Hex. Consider the combo potential of Warcaster feat, and Polearm craftsmanship. Casting a spell on your reaction when
the enemy enters your coverage because they provoke attack opportunities with both of these feats put together. Oddly enough, you can use a quarter with this, so our perfect mechanism is set up with The Power staff still working. I admire the guide's work. I came across my own variation of this build,
and for the raw damage of the Curse of Hexblade adding to the Eldritch Blast, but don't catch spiritual weapons will benefit from spells like Hex as well as the Curse of Hexblade as well. Last edited: Sep 13, 2018 Sorry to take your time, because now you have to repaint all your damage calculations. The
Divine Soul Sorcerer can get Bestow Curse, and every attack (including your spiritual weapon) gets an extra 1d8 bone necromantic damage, except for all the other incredibly amazing loss the target suffers. Throw it on the 5th level spell slot without concentration to fold it with Hex. Consider the combo
potential of Warcaster feat, and Polearm craftsmanship. Casting a spell on your reaction when the enemy enters your coverage because they provoke attack opportunities with both of these feats put together. Oddly enough, you can use a quarter with this, so our perfect mechanism is set up with The
Power staff still working. I admire the guide's work. I came across my own variation of this build, and for the raw damage of the Curse of Hexblade adding to the Eldritch Blast, but don't catch spiritual weapons will benefit from spells like Hex as well as the Curse of Hexblade as well. Ok thanks Juicy. I had
no idea upcasting bestowing curse allows you to remove the requirement of concentration, now I need to look for other spells that do it..... While the target is cursed, your attacks and inflict an additional 1d8 necrotical damage to the target. So it would be for 8 Eldrich Blast attacks giving you. 1d10'1d8'1d6-
11 per beam or 8d10'8d8'8d6'88 for 196aDPR, range 112-280, deviation 11.46 Not bad. Don't forget that you can get 4 more Eldritch Explosions if the enemy closes on you with the help of personnel/polearm with Warcaster feat, and Polearm skill, a total of 12 Eldritch Explosions in the round potentially.
From repelling Blast you knock the enemy out of their reach to aim at you at 10 feet for each Eldritch Blast hit, making them compete to miss out on their chance to hurt you, and back to where they started, perhaps even further than they started. Last edited: Sep 13, 2018 Thanks for the excellent guide I'm
starting the campaign soon with a character based on this guide. I was wondering what your opinion with semi-elf vs. aasimar is. As with the advantage and bless you without hitting much less often than with elven precision, but you get healing and the ability to do additional radiant damage, when you hit
an opponent with a spell of equla to your level (once per turn I think, but the wording is not super clear as it can be every time you hit with one spell so 80 extra damage at level 20, as opposed to 20.) but either it blows your damage to about 174 at level 20, as opposed to 159 with pixie accuracy. It also
frees you to take another feat such as a warcaster at a lower level. So what are your thoughts on this. Also the sorcerer 2 against the sorcerer 3. Is unearthly recovery better than 4 points of witchcraft in a short rest? And if not, if I have to accept the pact chain I take the voice of the chain master or the
reflection of the explosion. First of all thank you for the great guidance, just one question. Looks like you're suggesting starting with 2 or 3 levels in the sorcerer in this guide. It's true? or do you mean 1 - Sorcerer and then sorcerer? I might not understand some parts of it, but it's not entirely clear what
you're offering on the level. Ways aligning at the end just describes the options where you go 5 levels of sorcerer to start with? Anyway, isn't it a good idea to start lvl 1 as a sorcerer to get con'cha saves? Hex Warrior gives you the weapons skills you need anyway (when you take your first sorcerer lvl).
However the first ASI/Feat will come on lvl 7 if you make a 3 level sorcerer. 1 - S 2 - W 3 - W 4 - W Rest - S 7 - ASI/FEAT So maybe 5 levels of the sorcerer at the beginning is the best choice anyway. Looks like you're suggesting starting with 2 or 3 levels in the sorcerer in this guide. Now that you've
mentioned it it seems confusing as I put it, but your intution is correct, always start sorcerer for con saves. Ways aligning at the end just describes the options where you go 5 levels of sorcerer to start with? Going 5 levels of the sorcerer seems to be the perfect route, to my You get lvl 4 ASI and a fireball at
level 5. Delaying it hurts. I was wondering what your opinion with semi-elf vs. aasimar is. Aasimar is brilliant, you just have to ask yourself if his his giving up the elven precision, which is a tough ask for an eldritch bang. If your campaign uses flights and you use The No.1 to wisdom, defender Aasimar is
very strong. If you are at the mix-max table it would be more fun to play Aasimar anyway. Elf Precision is great, brilliant with a hexblade curse, but it's not necessary. However in terms of the strongest perhaps I think Half-Elf is just too good, although you make a good argument for Aasimar. Also the
sorcerer 2 against the sorcerer 3. Is unearthly recovery better than 4 points of witchcraft in a short rest? Personally, I think 4 points of witchcraft for a short rest is superior. It depends on how often you get on a short vacation. Also, as much as I advertise the 20th level of damage, the appeal of Warlock 3 is
that you get it at level 8 rather than level 20. Should I take the pact chain I take the voice of the master of the chain or the reflection of the explosion. The pact chain, Tom and the repulsive explosion are all viable. I think if you're playing digitally or with a physical board, repelling the explosion is very good
for control. If you play without them I would like to look at other options. Now that you've mentioned it it seems confusing as I put it, but your intution is correct, always start sorcerer for con saves. Going 5 levels of the sorcerer seems to be the perfect route, in my opinion you get an lvl 4 ASI and a fireball
at level 5. Delaying it hurts. Great, thank you for the clarification. And as a tip you can start building a section with a link to the guide way of aligning at the bottom of your post and add a mention that choosing a sorcerer as a Level 1 is recommended for con saves. But, I think it depends on what you are,
what you want to play at the lower levels. You'll get an eldritch explosive feeling sooner if you start out as a sorcerer, but way fewer spell options. For the campaign we start I will get a sorcerer first, since subtle metamagos will be very useful as it will be RP heavy and hinted that there are laws against
magic. I'm playing a campaign in which our DM has allowed us an additional 6 attribute points to create a character if we take a certain flaw or deficit. It can also allow the attribute cap to cap 24 or 26, which is as they say, how would you start your character assuming an extra 6 attributes, or what other
combinations of feats would you add because you don't need to reset in charisma. I would also point out we can't start a campaign with any attributes above the 18 (before racial) last edit: December 5, 2018 Well with cap 26, that would still be all but one of your ASI's Charisma. You need charisma. It
makes your stuff actually do things like an apposed skip on one. Well with a cover of 26, that would still be all but one of your ASI's Charisma. You need charisma. It makes your stuff actually do things like an apposed skip on one. Such No 2 CHA surpasses any other feat except eleven accuracy? This is
my first character/game in the DZO, sorry for the lack of knowledge here. Page 7 So No 2 CHA surpasses any other feat feat eleven accuracy? This is my first character/game in the DZO, sorry for the lack of knowledge here. There's only a handful of feats I'd recommend for a cha clean caster. Warning,
Inspiring Leader, Lucky, Actor. I'm not sure if the charisma of No 2 is better than all those, but it's really good. Either of these options is good. Choose the one that interests you the most. Log in or sign up to remove this ad Lordrage1983 could not respond with quotes for some reason If you are doing
some role-playing games you could convince GM to give you extra charisma through the search for you patron. Maybe destroy an opponent's artifact or avenge a fellow devotee, etc. Plus most other characters can have similar things, i.e. Paladins and clergy do searches there deity, druid or ranger
rescue area of the forest, fighter can fight in war, barbarian can go on a rampage for his tribe / avenge his family, rogue do some things related to there way killer theft, etc., the master find the magazine and unlock his secrets, Bard? I'm not sure, maybe some pied piper thing? Last edit: December 16,
2018 Hi I was now a Level 2 sorcerer and after this build. Now I have a few questions since I just started playing 5E and my background in this game is very limited. Sources: Xanathar Player's Handbook Guide to All over Mordenkainen's Tom Enemies Volo Guide for Monsters 1. I accidentally chose
shield as one of my Level 1 spells, little did I know that I could actually get that through Multiclass Warlock 1. Do I still have a way to learn another spell instead? I don't think my DM will allow me to retrain, even though this spell is really good, I just feel like I wasted 1 magic for getting this very early. Is
there any alternative/work around what can I do about it? 2. I've seen on a sample of the way op that there are (spells) along with - (spells), what does minus mean? is it to actually remove a certain spell and add a new one? 3. From a combat sorcerer's point to a conversion slot, is it actually possible? So
how do both sorcerer's points and spell slots have their maximum points/slots? that I find it doable only after the fight in preparation for the next fight after a short rest? 4. Please tips more tips on lower level sorcerer games while my sorcerer's side is still ahead. Tia. Last edited: February 21, 2019 not a
rudimentary feat Adept (fire) will be great here to combo with Draconic sorcerer? It eliminates the resistance to shoot from all enemies on your spells, making suddenly GFB, Fireball, Schorching Ray not only get 5 pounds of damage, but also ignore the fireiness. Last edited: February 20, 2019 Going 5
levels of the sorcerer seems to route, in my opinion, you get lvl 4 ASI and a fireball at level 5. I keep seeing this, but let me ask: Don't get the Elf Precision feat on Sorc4 to be better over ASI? Of course, this is subject to that: 1. We use Half-Elf and, 2. 8 8 13 DEX, 15 CON, 8 INT, 12 WIS, 15 CHA
pointbuy Upon reaching Sorc4, we either get to pump CHA No. 19 via ASI or No.18 via Elven Precision. Let me know if I missed out something on 18 against 19 CHA and sorc 4 where we will have the same checks both No4 on ability modifier. I keep seeing this, but let me ask: Don't get the Elf Precision
feat on Sorc4 to be better over ASI? Of course, this is assuming that: 1. We use Half-Elf and, 2. 8 STR, 13 DEX, 15 CON, 8 INT, 12 WIS, 15 CHA pointbuy Upon reaching Sorc4, we either get a CHA No 19 pump via ASI or No 18 via Elven Precision. Let me know if I missed out something on 18 against
19 CHA and sorc 4 where we will have the same checks both No4 on ability modifier. I've always liked 8 15 15 8 10 14 starting stats that half elf raises to 8 16 16 8 10 16. Helps start ac, initiative and stealth versus elven precision and wisdom bonus. In my experience, getting an advantage in attack is
rare. Also, there are many twists you will be casting a spell without attacking the roll instead of attacking and elven precision does nothing for it. As such I can't say the elven path of accuracy is a purely straight-up optimized winner. I think the 16 dex 16 Con way has equal merits. Both are very good
though. As such I can't say the elven path of accuracy is a purely straight-up optimized winner. I think the 16 dex 16 Con way has equal merits. Both are very good though. I agree that it will reward good AC and Init especially at lower levels, does this finish at 20 CHA? With that feat No.1CHA are common
aside from elven precision? I agree that it will reward good AC and Init especially at lower levels, does this finish at 20 CHA? With that feat No.1CHA are common aside from elven precision? Well, the 16 dex and 16 Con Way will presumably miss elven precision altogether. Well, the 16 dex and 16 Con
Way will presumably miss elven precision altogether. Completely overlooked. I was still impressed 8 13 15 8 12 15, my bad. But Elven Precision must fix at least the missed Eldritch Blast. I haven't checked which spells really, which is crucial for a sorcerer to hit, which requires a range of spell attacks like
that of Eldritch Blast, but as I begin to realize build, my impression will be converting spell slots into sorcerer's points and a faster spell of Eldritch Blast House. The rest of the utility options that will help PCs and allies in double rush / more invi / heals / etc. Last edit: February 22, 2019 Total is overlooked
that. I was still under the impression of 8 13 15 8 12 15, maybe bad. But Elven Precision must fix at least the missed Eldritch Blast. I haven't checked what spells what's crucial for a sorcerer to hit that requires a range of spell attacks like that of Eldritch Blast, but as I begin to realize build, my impression
will be converting spell slots into sorcerer's points and a faster spell of Eldritch Blast House. Other utility options to help PC and twin twins' allies invi/heals/etc When you can do 20 eldritch explosive attacks in turn 3 (including turn 1 buff spell) 1) How often can you not have an advantage over these
attacks? Often, IMO 2) What is the difference between an advantage without elven precision and an advantage with it? This will increase your chance to hit any chance of hitting values evenly distributed by 8.75%. That's less than 2 euros. Even if 10% of additional attacks hit out of 20, that only maybe 10-
20% additional damage due to elven accuracy (usually) and even then it is only when you had the advantage in the first place. In other words, elven precision is nice to have, but for the most part it barely registers a splash on the radar for this kind of character. Start talking -5/10 abilities and consistent
ways to gain an advantage, and then I listen about how good the elven accuracy is. But on the eldritch blaster... it's really a kind of IMO fur. When you can make 20 eldritch explosive attacks in turn 3 (including turn 1 buff spell) 1) How often you won't be able to have an advantage on these attacks? Often,
IMO 2) What is the difference between an advantage without elven precision and an advantage with it? This will increase your chance to hit any chance of hitting values evenly distributed by 8.75%. That's less than 2 euros. Even if 10% of additional attacks hit out of 20, that only maybe 10-20% additional
damage due to elven accuracy (usually) and even then it is only when you had the advantage in the first place. In other words, elven precision is nice to have, but for the most part it barely registers a splash on the radar for this kind of character. Start talking -5/10 abilities and consistent ways to gain an
advantage, and then I listen about how good the elven accuracy is. But on the eldritch blaster... it's really a kind of IMO fur. Prolly using utilities like Big Invisibility should be used before actually trying to cast a bigger spell... though, I don't know that the spell could be larger than eldritch Blast for this build
when it was heavily optimized as the main part of the build. Prolly using utilities like Big Invisibility should be used before actually trying to cast a bigger spell... though, I don't know that the spell could be larger than eldritch Blast for this build when it was heavily optimized as the main part of the build. High
level keep the monster to target almost all the enemies you currently face? High-level animate objects? A massive proposal to make half the combatants decide it's time to work like a forest of chewing gum? Dominate the monster? Disintegrate? Saint Aura? Seriously, high-level spells collide with enders.
Great invisibility and other lower-level lovers have nothing on them (even when and by this stage the game should be used only when faced with enemies who have the legendary resistance of IMO. Hello everyone, it is now at level 4, but decided to get a multi-class sorcerer, Hexblade is early. A lot can
happen here and below are the following I chose among the options of good spells: Cantrips - - Blast, Friends, Paid Dead, Sacred Flame, Guide, Mag Hands Level 1 - Bless, Healing Word, Hex, Shield, Sleep Level 2 - Spiritual Weapon with 6 Spells Known, 5x 1st and 2x Level 2 Spells Slots, and 3
Sorcerer's Points My Idea Opener Will Be: 1st Turn - Bonus Action: Hex, Action: Twins - Eldritch Explosion 2nd Turn - Bonus Action: Bonus Action: Twin - eldritch explosion 3rd turn - action: eldritch bang, bonus action: lv1 slot for 2 sorcerer 4th turn - action: twinned - eldritch bang, bonus action:
accelerated eldritch explosion assuming the target still lives, but is the best thing I can do for Level 4? I read about errata that level 5, the twinning of the eldritch explosion will not be possible, but I read that it is still strong, even just accelerated the eldritch explosion and still on the standard action. The
question is: Are there better plays I can make or are those knife above that the assembly is designed to do? 2. Any advice for me to use stealth this at the beginning of this fight where great invisibility is not yet available to me? 3. Hex vs bless at these levels, now that I'm hexing I don't think I'll still be using
Bless anytime soon. Tia. Last edited: March 6, 2019 Hello Everything, now at level 4, but decided to get a multi-class sorcerer, Hexblade is early. A lot can happen here and below are the following I chose among the options of good spells: Cantrips - Eldritch Blast, Friends, Paid Dead, Sacred Flame,
Guide, Mag Hands Level 1 - Bless, Healing Word, Hex, Shield, Sleep Level 2 - Spiritual Weapon with 6 Spells Known, 5x 1st and 2x Level 2 Spells Slots, and 3 Sorcerer Points My Idea Knife Will Be : 1st turn - bonus action: hex, Action: Twin - eldritch explosion 2nd turn - bonus action: bale curse, action:
twin - eldritch explosion 3rd turn - action: eldritch explosion, bonus action: lv1 slot for 2 sorcerer 4th turn - action: twins - eldritch bang, bonus action: accelerated fireball goal assuming still alive, but is the best thing I can do for a level 4? I read about errata that level 5, the twinning of the eldritch explosion
will not be possible, but I read that it is still strong, even just accelerated the eldritch explosion and still on the standard action. The question is: Are there better plays I can make or are those knife above that the assembly is designed to do? 2. Any advice for me to use stealth this at the beginning of this
fight where great invisibility is not yet available to me? 3. Hex vs bless at these levels, now that I'm hexing I don't think I'll still be using Bless anytime soon. Tia. Spiritual Weapons is hex until you do 3 attacks with EB. So I recommend precast bless whenever possible and then use a spiritual weapon in this
fight. If you can't precast bless you will miss it. Try using Level 1 in these meetings. Double EB spell and quick spell sleep can be quite effective. Just trading spells to keep twinspelling EB is not a bad strategy either. You can do it with spiritual weapons, even without blessing. Spiritual weapons until you
do 3 attacks with EB. So I recommend precast bless whenever possible and then use a spiritual weapon in this fight. If you can't precast bless you will miss it. Try using Level 1 hex in these encounters. Double EB spell and quick spell sleep can be quite effective. Just trading spells to keep twinspelling EB
is not a bad strategy either. You can do it with spiritual weapons, even without blessing. Thanks for the good input, and on this 4th level, seems to be tolled dead pretty solid on kick/damaging enemies over EB assuming there is no resistance on both elements? Thanks for the good input, and on this 4th
level, seems to be tolled dead pretty solid on kick/damaging enemies over EB assuming there is no resistance on both elements? The fee is great until you get an excruciating blast. Just make sure to only attack wounded enemies with it and pay attention to the enemies of AC, because the blows more
often can potentially be better (since losing the dead save). Just depends on the pay difference is great until you get an excruciating blast. Just make sure to only attack wounded enemies with it and pay attention to the enemies of AC, because the blows more often can potentially be better (since losing
the dead save). Just depends on the difference Yes I noted that between attacking AC vs. Rescue from WIS, usually paid dead wins. I just want to capture the possibility of twins it while not yet level 5, but it seems the best option may be to be paid dead in most cases, but sucks that we will be against
undead encounters so... I maybe spam EB anyway. Shortly before the meeting, I was imagining that I would always miss the sorcerer points hat quick and twinning yet happen only on the last levels after I resumed alignment as a sorcerer. Just now. I'm not sure if this has already been noted a few pages
ago flow, but I've been informed that restoring sorcerer spells to short rest doesn't do any good other than casting no-witch spells. Does that mean I can't just use sorcerer's spell slots to convert sorcerer's spell slots? That's according to Jeremy Crawford and here's the link. Page 8 Just Inches I'm not sure
if it's already been noted a few pages ago stream, but I've been informed that restoring the sorcerer's spells to a short rest doesn't do any good other than casting no-witch spells. Does that mean I can't just use sorcerer's spell slots to convert sorcerer's spell slots? That's according to Jeremy Crawford
and here's the link. Rule in PHB says: Converting slot spells into wizardry glasses. As a bonus action on your You can spend one slot spell and get a number of witchcraft points equal to the level of the slot. There is no requirement that this will be a sorcerer spell slot or that it cannot come from a
covenant of magic. There is a requirement that: You can never have more points of witchcraft than shown table for your level. So I don't care if it was Jermy Crawford or Gary Gygax himself... The rules support the possibility of converting the sorcerer's short rest restored slots to spells in the sorcerer's
point to log in or sign up to remove this ad Rule in PHB says: There is no requirement that it be a sorcerer spell slot or that it cannot come from a covenant of magic. So I don't care if it was Jermy Crawford or Gary Gygax himself... The rules support the ability to turn the sorcerer's short rest restored spell
slots into the witchcraft points you raised a good point there that I'm convinced he should work and challenge it with my DM. Thank you. Just now. I'm not sure if this has already been noted a few pages ago flow, but I've been informed that restoring sorcerer spells to short rest doesn't do any good other
than casting no-witch spells. Does that mean I can't just use sorcerer's spell slots to convert sorcerer's spell slots? That's according to Jeremy Crawford and here's the link. This is the first thing to stop the abuse of coffeelock. Since they don't have to sleep during a long rest they could do a short rest and
get 16 extra first level spells, for example. With only three levels in the sorcerer. This is primarily to stop the abuse of the coffee castle. Since they don't have to sleep during a long rest they could do a short rest and get 16 extra first level spells, for example. With only three levels in the sorcerer. Stopping
the sorcerer Spell Slots to restore these few slots feels wrong just because the sorcerer Flexible Casting can use it. This, even dub-like abuse, is still legal, and no support countered that will happen as both class feature checks only slots spells, not some class-specific spell slot. If we can say, for
example, that I will restore all spells of this level, now it is an abuse, but nothing contradicts that because the assembly is still a sorcerer and has the right to such a class feat. Counting topped spells to a certain number of sorcerer spell slots seems fair enough, even though no rules separate the spell slot
from others. Anyway let's talk about some good openers. I'm torn between hex, bless and fairy fire. Both are too good to quit. I wonder which one is optimal for lv 6 4S, 2W Sorlock. Last edited: March 16, 2019 The main problem is that cofeelocks could theoretically take 8 short rests during a long rest and
convert all these spell slots into witchcraft points and sorcerer slots. I've been saying as long as you don't, That rule should not apply to this character The main problem is that cofeelocks could theoretically take 8 short rests during a long rest and convert all these spell slots into witchcraft points and
sorcerer slots. I've been saying as long as you don't, then this rule should inot applies to this character but how would that be helpful, anyway? After completing a long rest you will get all your sorcerer and sorcerer spells back, and your your Point. You get the added benefit of sleep and avoid exhaustion.
The main problem is that cofeelocks could theoretically take 8 short rests during a long rest and convert all these spell slots into points of witchcraft and into sorcerer slots. I said, as long as you don't do this, then this rule shouldn't apply to this Yup character, I wasn't. Also, I'm not taking the Aspect of the
Moon yet so clearly that it's not yet at this level of abuse. Anyway working around will have me announce the spellslot used from the Sorcerer so I can recover at least those that are designed to recover. Anyway I need to re-enter. I am building a sorloc from our homegrown, where the Shadow Magic Sorc
archetype was proposed as a Dimir and for the purposes of history is not allowed, while Hexblade from the archetype of the Sorcerer never seemed to have been suggested, hence being homegrown would not be included. Do we have old builds or ideas where we can collect the remaining archetypes left
for Sorlock? I wouldn't mind if we added 3rd grade to craftsmanship. I just want to know how it was done then even without the Xanathar source. Since I find the AC to be golden, that it keeps the concentration undeniable whenever the attacks miss. Have you thought about taking level 1 in the subclass of
war wizards? This will give you a ritual and plus 2 to TIME Forgive my ignorance if it has been suggested before (probably many times); but isn't the option of a good/best choice for the race for Sorlock? If so, what would be the ideal initial feat? I wouldn't want Sorlock to be a real melee guy; but in case it
happened, I thought PAM used with quarterstaff to get an extra attack. Start with DS 1 for Con-Saving. Hexblade 1 gets Cha-SADness for a decent melee attack (as well as EB). HB 2 receives AB and Armor of Shadows (better than light armor). HB3 gets TomePact and grab Schillelag. So on lvl 4 I have
my choice of defense and range of attack worthy of melee, and can use my DS spells for healing, polishing, utility, etc. is worth putting off assy for a few? Sorry for my ignorance. Can someone break the math for me about how it gets 20 pounds, usually, and No 32 at level 7 from the accelerated eldritch
bang? Sorry for my ignorance. Can someone break the math for me about how it gets 20 pounds, usually, and No 32 at level 7 from the accelerated eldritch bang? I can't figure out that one of either - my best guess is assuming 20 CHA, but it's not possible at level 7 unless you have a non-standard
starting stat array. In the Guild's Guide to Ravnica there is a magical illusionist item in Bracers when you cast a cantrip as a bonus action you can throw it again. Free fast EB every round! only minus it Settings. Curse Hexblade You get a bonus to hurt the rolls against the damn goal. The bonus is equal to
your knowledge bonus. Eb-CHA-Proficiency Bonus on lvl7 (Curse of Hexblade) 4'32 Hexblade You get a bonus for damaging the rolls against the damn goal. The bonus is equal to your knowledge bonus. Bonus KBKHAS Profession on lvl7 lvl7 Yes, it's not something I don't understand. How do you get
mod no 5 CHA at level 7? This is primarily to stop the abuse of the coffee castle. Since they don't have to sleep during a long rest they could do a short rest and get 16 extra first level spells, for example. With only three levels in the sorcerer. I'm sure you can't use the Moon Aspect for that. This call says
you don't need to sleep, but nothing about the need to have an 8-hour rest to get long to - just like an elven trance. If you take 8 short rests, you don't benefit from a long holiday member @5ekyu have a good point about EB twins after 4 lvl, because EB from 5 lvl is a spell with multiple goals like this? In
the Sample Section of Build Paths, there are absolutely no reasons to choose No. 2 CHA at level 4 to elven accuracy. At level 3, your CHA is 17. It's modifier No.3. At level 4, if you choose no.2 CHA, your only gain is that your CHA becomes 19 and the modifier becomes No.4. However, if you choose
Elven Accuracy, your CHA becomes 18 and the modifier becomes No. 4 (just like the no.2 CHA selection) as well as all the benefits of elven precision. Why would someone take it to level 10 or 11 when they can get it at level 4? Therefore, level 4 ASI/Feat pick and level selection of ASI/Feat should be
replaced. Last edited: November 12, 2019 When discussing the difference between the Sorcerer 17/War 2 and the Sorcerer 18/War 3, the difference is the 1 5th (not 6th) level of the sorcerer's spell. Since the 5th and lower levels spells can be converted into points of witchcraft, this apparently reduces 4
points on a short rest in favor of War 3. Assuming 2 short rests per day, War 3 provides up to 4 points for a short rest or 8 per day. War 2 provides up to 2 for a short rest (4 per day) plus another 5 for a long rest if the level 5 slot is cannibalized. cannibalized. dnd 5e sorlock guide. warlock 5e build guide.
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